1918 INFLUENZA EPIDEMIC

Like most districts in New Zealand Upper Hutt was affected by the 1918 Influenza pandemic also known as the Spanish flu. Situated near Upper Hutt was the Trentham Military camp. Trentham had regular contact with the Featherston Military camp where the Influenza epidemic was rife. As a result the citizens of Upper Hutt were in real danger of contracting Influenza.

Around the middle of 1915 Trentham military Camp was occupied by over 7,000 men and as a result there was an early outbreak of influenza and other respiratory diseases resulting in the deaths of 33 service personnel. This early outbreak could not be compared to the later 1918 Influenza pandemic but some lesson were learnt and assisted with the later outbreak.

Many believe that the ship S.S. Niagara bought the Influenza epidemic to New Zealand. She berthed on 12 October in Auckland with New Zealand soldiers aboard as well as the Prime Minister Mr Massey and Minister of Finance Sir J G Ward. The 1918 Parliamentary papers recorded very strong debating and denial by the Government officials regarding the S.S. Niagara.

In the publication “Black Flue” by Geoffrey W Rice it mentions two troopships arrived in Auckland on 11 and 12 October with 80 serious flue cases aboard. Because of wartime censorship this was not reported in the newspaper. The ship was crowded with soldier who came from army camps in southern England were the flu had started to spread. Discharged service personnel from these two ships began to return home and helped to spread the influenza around New Zealand.

Around 26 September 1918 it was reported that there were 400 influenza cases at Trentham Military Camp but the Government authorities insisted that it was a mild flu outbreak.

The Trentham Military Camp Quartermaster Major Thomas McCristell was influential in organising and providing beds, blankets, mattresses and equipment for the numerous temporary influenza hospitals set up around the Wellington region during the epidemic. Medical orderlies from the Trentham Military Camp volunteered and assist other local volunteers in the temporary hospitals. The Hutt Valley milk supplies were maintained by soldiers from Trentham Camp. The soldiers also assisted local farmers and butchers with the demand. It has been recorded that the army saved the situation in the Wellington region.

The Registrar General recorded 383 deaths from Influenza in the Wellington region for the months of October, November and up to 6th December 1918.

Statistic from to the publication “Black November” by Dr Geoffrey Rice records:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Deaths</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper Hutt</td>
<td>1,554</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hutt County</td>
<td>5,843</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trentham Military Camp</td>
<td>3,270</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Featherston Military Camp</td>
<td>7,800</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

03rd December 1918

The Hon. Minister of Internal Affairs Wellington

With further reference to your memo of the 08th ultimo, I beg to advise that the following deaths from influenza, &c., were reported to-day:- [2 pages recording other district]

Upper Hutt = 7

(Reference Archives NZ Wellington BDM 1 365 1918/171-199 Registered inwards letters year 1918 description 1918/199 Notifiable diseases)

New Zealand Times newspaper 05 December 1918

There have been twelve deaths recorded in the district (including the three at the Upper Hutt emergency hospital) five in the country and seven in the township and of these three were soldiers, four soldiers wives, one a soldiers child, and two had soldier lodgers, only two were un-associated with soldiers or camp.

(Reference Papers past website New Zealand Times & Dominion newspaper 05 December 1918)
By using the details from the above newspaper article I believe I have identified the twelve deaths. From this compiled list I have also written some short stories about the effects of the Influenza epidemic on the different families and the Upper Hutt community.

World War one officially ended on 11th November 1918 and on the next day Upper Hutt recorded the death of its first influenza victim a railway shunter named John Brown.

**Upper Hutt Epidemic Committee**


The local community officials formed the Upper Hutt Epidemic committee and began to organise themselves with the assistance of Major Pettit of the New Zealand Medical Corps stationed at the Trentham Military Camp.

The local Epidemic committee consisted of, Thomas Arthur Ballantyne (Upper Hutt postmaster), John Thomas Benge (saw-miller, farmer & storekeeper), George Archibald Campbell (timber merchant & saw-miller), Frederick William Connell (Upper Hutt schoolmaster), Constable James Michael Cummings (Upper Hutt police constable), Thomas John Devine (farmer), William Henry Edwards (carter livery stables proprietor), William George Goss (wood & coal merchant later Town Board commissioner), William Grieg (engine driver), Constable Sydney Benjamin Gurdon (Police constable), George Humphrey Guthrie (NZR engine driver & former Town Board commissioner), Angus John McCurdy (farmer, former Town Clerk & Town Board Commissioner), Major William Haddow Pettit (Doctor NZ Medical Corps & Missionary), Peter Robinson (coachbuilder & blacksmith & Town Board chairman later Mayor) and Leonard Thomas Russell (farmer).

The Government had ordered that all school in the Wellington region were to be closed until further notice. The Upper Hutt School was closed from November 1918 to 04 February 1919. The local Influenza committee established and set up a temporary hospital at Upper Hutt School.
The committee also made arrangement with George Gerald Tolhurst chairman of Heretaunga Epidemic committee who undertook to provide convalescent accommodation at the Royal Wellington Golf Club house in Heretaunga for the hospital patients in return for the reception, and treatment of Heretaunga patients at the Upper Hutt temporary hospital. Unfortunately Mr Tolhurst did not follow through with his promise and the hospital patients had to be sent home to convalesce. The Upper Hutt Epidemic Committee did however keep their side of the arrangement and provided hospital accommodation for the Heretaunga influenza victims.

Temporary Emergency Hospital – Upper Hutt

Major Pettit and his wife Matron Pettit were attached to the NZ Medical Corps at Trentham Military Camp. They both took charged of the emergency hospital with the assistance of many. Constables Cummings and Gurden gave great supported to the medical staff as did various other members of the military force. Local women and men excelled themselves in supporting the hospital and the community during the emergency.

The women workers at the Normal School temporary hospital were delighted yesterday at the advent of 12 orderlies from Trentham Camp who came in and scrubbed the whole place out and rendered much relief to the V.A.D.’s who were all very busy looking after the many patients. (Reference Papers past website New Zealand Times newspaper 18 November 1918 page 3)

The article above makes one believe that the temporary hospital was established before the 18 November as quoted in other newspaper articles.

After setting up the temporary hospital at Upper Hutt School the first day was Monday 18 November 1918 where its first five patients arrived after noon. The emergency hospital operated for 27 days and closed on Saturday 14 December 1918. By using information from the newspaper articles we have created a draft time line.

Monday 18 November 1918

Medical Volunteers
- Doctor - Major Dr William Haddow Pettit
- Matron - Mrs Letitia Greacen Pettit nee Campbell wife of Major Dr William Haddow Pettit

Volunteers 3 locals
- Jessie Margaret McCurdy or either Flora Mary McCurdy - Angus J McCurdy’s daughter
- Miss Eileen May McLInnes – daughter of Mrs Huggin’s Lydia Esther
- Miss Jane Ruby Lindsay daughter of Alexander and Amelia Lindsay of Mangaroa

Patient = 5 patients were admitted to the temporary hospital
- Mrs Ellenore Flanagan wife of soldier Henry John Flanagan. Mrs Flanagan’s un-weaned twin babies accompanied her to the hospital
- 4 other patients unknown

Comments
- Angus J McCurdy (who then held no office on the committee) called at 6 pm to ask if he could do anything more, he found the matron and his daughter had nothing to eat since morning and that a pound of tea, six pounds of sugar, a pound of butter and two 2 lb. loaves had been supplied by order of the assistant police constable to feed, five patients, the matron and her three women helpers. Seeing that the matron and his daughter looked fagged - what with men and women patients needing “inhalation” treatment and persistent poulticing [sic] and unrelaxed attention, and having two un-weaned hungry babies to pacify as test they could - he asked his daughter to make a pot of tea tor the matron and herself while he looked after the crying twins. But when the tea was made it was found there was no milk so he handed over the babies he had quieted and made off for John Lanner’s with the biggest, jug he could lay his hands on, and John Larmer filled it with the best milk of his farm refused to take payment for it and told McCurdy he could get more if he needed it. When the matron came from the sick-rooms and found the frugal tea ready she realised she had overtaxed herself and would have fallen if Miss McCurdy hadn’t caught her and helped her to a chair. Hec
Benge and Bernie Judd "blew in" and were given a Flanagan twin each to keep, them out of mischief, and their Pacifist efforts with the bairns proved almost as exhilarating to the two tired women as their belated cups o' tea. Hearing of the shortage of milk the "boys" went off, Bernie returning with a gallon or more in a big enamelled billie while Hec bought a couple of quarts in bottles. So much for the first-day's provisioning.

**Tuesday 19 November 1918**

**Military volunteer**
Corporal Michael Herbert Gallavan 86239 NZTS from 19 November to 26 November
Corporal Richard Martin Cleave 86678 from 19 November to 25 November

**Comment**
The second day was as bad, except that eight full-sized mutton cutlets off the leg, and a quantity of old potatoes were sent to Mrs Phil Davis by the assistant constable with, a request, she should cook them for the evening meal. But when senior-constable Cumming got to the school with the viands he found Mrs Huggins had already sent down a dainty tea for her daughter (Miss McInnes) and Miss McCurdy and the eight lukewarm mutton cutlets stuck together with congealed fat, and the dish of cooled mash potatoes went a begging. One of the cutlets was warmed up by Miss Lindsay next day for the children removed to Mac's cottage and the other seven went off and were fed to stray animals.

The evening meal for the staff often as many as nine was prepared by Mrs Huggins from 19 November to 13 December, twenty-five successive nights, and Miss Morpeth drove down to the school with it every night so everything got there "pie on". If "Mum", had heard what the "boys" and the nurses said of the tastiness of the lay out, she would have felt that her efforts were appreciated by the staff. Milk was freely supplied to Mrs Huggins by Mrs Harrison, and meat, vegetables and groceries were supplied on order. When one case to mind that Mrs Huggins had her houseful of boarders to look after, and that her daughter Miss McInnes was laid up with the flu' from 21 November when she went home from the hospital "played out", until 29 November, it can be easily understood why Old Mac classes Mrs Higgins as one of his best helpers.

Breakfasts, "teas" and evening meals, arranged for, left only the midday meals to fix patients light, medium or full diets according to condition and full meals for nurses and orldies. For the first few days the dinners were prepared by Mesdames W and A Keys, Morrison and Read, and invalid extra fare by Mesdames G Benge, "Son" Mabey, Harrison and J. Whiteman but the transport officer, Tom Devine, was not equal to the running about and suggested he have a car to do the running about in. As the car hire would cost more than the food-bills, Mac at once made other arrangements and from Monday, 25 November, to Friday, 13 December, Mrs Willie Keys supplied the hospital with beef-tea, barley-broth and prepared the invalid's midday meal, and for the same period Mrs Read of Station street prepared the one pm dinner for the staff materials supplied in the same way as to Mrs Huggins, except that all the milk was supplied to them free by E J Beavis. It must not be forgotten that the fuel and dozens of little things used in cooking these meals were supplied by three women helpers.

**Wednesday 20 November 1918**

**Military volunteer**
Corporal Michael Herbert Gallavan 86239 NZTS from 19 November to 26 November
Corporal Richard Martin Cleave 86678 from 19 November to 25 November

**Comments**
Major Pettit, F W Connell and A J McCurdy were placed in sole charge of the hospital, and the same evening F W Connell asked McCurdy to take over the providing and other detail and supply work of the hospital and on his undertaking to do so, remarked "then I'll leave the supplies for the hospital entirely to you – that's off my mind now" and so "Old Mac" - who had organised a Farmers Union of over 25,000 members, and also [with A Leigh Hunt and Sir J O Wilson] formed the Farmers' Co-operative Distributing Co and outlined the Dominion Cooperative Farmers Institute, let about the organisation of the working of Upper Hutt
Epidemic Hospital and in all interior arrangements first obtained the approval of Major Pettit and the matron - for work performed outside he studied the convenience of the helpers.

Thursday 21 November 1918

Military volunteer
Corporal Michael Herbert Gallavan 86239 NZTS from 19 November to 26 November
Corporal Richard Martin Cleave 86678 from 19 November to 25 November

Volunteer
Miss Eileen May McInnes sent home with flu from the hospital daughter of Lydia Esther Huggins

Comment
"What about the washing - we have to change some of the patient's bedding every few hours, and we'll soon be run-out of blankets at this rate and we are short of towels?" - so said the matron on Wednesday afternoon. The Trentham Laundry couldn't do the work, and every person who took in washing or went out washing by the day was fully occupied looking after sick relatives, and the pile of soiled equipment, grew bigger and bigger. At last when it appeared impossible to get anything done, Tom Devine quietly remarked to McCurdy "My old woman says she'll do the washing for the hospital, If you're stuck" and her offer was gratefully accepted. Old Woman indeed - she'd lose any three of the younger ones as a toiler. With six of her household just getting over the flu, eight or nine persons in the house to cook for, and charging nothing for the soap, soda, &c, or her services, this dame of 69 years of age had her fires going at daylight and had her hospital washing finished before breakfast-time, and if weather permitted everything dried and folded before 9 am. Only on one occasion, when there was a double dose of fouled bedding, did she ask for help, and Mrs W Cuneen volunteered and helped her. To Mrs T Devine the people owe their best thanks.

Friday 22 November 1918

Military volunteer
Corporal Michael Herbert Gallavan 86239 NZTS from 19 November to 26 November
Corporal Richard Martin Cleave 86678 from 19 November to 25 November
Corporal Harry Vernon Wyatt 87723 NZMC of 54th NCO from 22 November to 05 December
Corporal Algernon Sydney McFarlane 91176 of 54th NCO from 22 November to 15 December

New Patients
John Thomas (Jack) Craig from Upper Hutt - Jack's wife Mary Philomenia Craig nee Cudby died at their home on the same day 22 November 1918 age 47 born 1871 (RGO NZ Death registration 1918/12992)
Charles Henry (Charlie) Potts from Upper Hutt
Edward William (Ted) Cottle from Heretaunga - farmer Trentham
Maurice Henry Flanagan from Maymorn - born 1914 son of Ellenore (patient) and Henry John Flanagan

Comment
Mention of the chemist's shop reminds us that if Harold Rodier Gibbs had thought more of making money than he did of the welfare of the people of Upper Hutt he would have opened one of the chemist shops in Wellington which had been closed owing to illness of the owners, and simply coined money - opening his Upper Hutt shop from 4 pm. But he placed the matter before the Epidemic Committee to decide whether he would be doing best service to the country by putting in half a day in town and the rest here or by remaining here. The committee thought it unwise to lose his services for any part of the day, and on the suggestion of Secretary McCurdy expressed its appreciation of H R Gibbs' public-spirited conduct. It is also pleasant to record that although no arrangement was entered into re prices of medicine and equipment the charges he made in his bill to the committee were so low that there must be little or no profit for him in the transactions. Well done, Harold.

Saturday 23 November 1918

Military volunteer
Corporal Michael Herbert Gallavan 86239 NZTS from 19 November to 26 November
Corporal Richard Martin Cleave 86678 from 19 November to 25 November
Corporal Harry Vernon Wyatt 87723 NZMC of 54th NCO from 22 November to 05 December
Corporal Algernon Sydney McFarlane 91176 of 54th NCO from 22 November to 15 December

New Patients
Mary Patricia Flanagan born 1916 girl from Maymorn – daughter of Ellenore (patient) and Henry John Flanagan (Mary’s brother Maurice Henry Flanagan was also patient in temporary hospital along with their mother Ellenore)
Jean Lindsay from Maymorn
Lilian May Palmer from Heretaunga - Lilian May Palmer nee Morris wife of Alexander Ernest Palmer of Silverstream
Archie Scrimshaw from Heretaunga - born 05 April 1883 died 1976 NZ parents Martha and James

Death of patient
Charles Henry (Charlie) Potts died 23 November 1918 in temporary hospital he was admitted into the hospital the day before on 22 November 1918 (RGO NZ 1918/12994 age 38 born about 1880)

Comment
An Army moves on its belly” is an old-time saying, and the present war has proved that in the end Victory marches with the army whose soldiers can rely upon being kept supplied with a pinnyful of tucker. So also, does the cook help the doctor in a war on sickness of any sort.
The first, thing McCurdy did when the providing, &c was entrusted to him, was to arrange with the doctor and matron that anything needed should be entered on the blackboard at once and if urgent phoned to him at the courthouse or Record Hall. A Perfection Kerosene Cooking stove had been lent by Mrs W Greig, and he borrowed another from Mrs J Harrison so that in addition keeping pace with the continuous demand for hot, water for poulticing, fomentations, water-bottles sterilising, hot lemon drinks, washing-up, &c there would be burners to spare to cook bacon, eggs and porridge for breakfast, and as one or more of the orderlies was always anxious to “show-off” as cook, the staff and patients breakfasts were cooked on tin premises and all McCurdy had to do was to keep the larder full and see there was enough fuel and kerosene on hand. The 6 and 11 Morning Teas, the Afternoon Tea, and the Bedtime Teas for patients and staff were similarly provided for - biscuits had to be bought as appeals to the public for gifts of cakes were only responded by two or three people.

Sunday 24 November 1918

Military volunteer
Corporal Michael Herbert Gallavan 86239 NZTS from 19 November to 26 November
Corporal Richard Martin Cleave 86678 from 19 November to 25 November
Corporal Harry Vernon Wyatt 87723 NZMC of 54th NCO from 22 November to 05 December
Corporal Algernon Sydney McFarlane 91176 of 54th NCO from 22 November to 15 December
Lance Corporal Barnfather 39936

New Patients
Mrs A E or H Conner from Heretaunga - Ivy Hazel nee Fullford born about 1894 died 25 January 1919 NZ Wellington Hospital (RGO NZ 1919/403) married 1917 Private Alfred Herman Conner NZMC
Mrs Albert Goodman from Heretaunga - [Minnie Elizabeth nee Scrimshaw (1889-1948) married 1918 Albert Goodman horse trainer (1877-1951)]
Frank Benge from Te Marua - Francis Benge or Frederick George Benge
Fred Lewis from Whitemans Valley
John Stuart from Mangaroa - [John Stuart farmer Mangaroa]

Comment
When Tom Devine sought the use of a car to take the meals to the hospital, the secretary was relieved of anxiety on that score by Gilbert Kirker and Geoffrey Pearse turning up at the courthouse with their bikes and volunteering to run all messages. These boys were invaluable as messengers, transporters of materials and crockery to the cook-helpers, carrying meals physic, etc., to the hospital and. taking the washing to and fro at all hours. Always willing, cheerful, and keen to help-giving up their holiday to assist in fighting the flu', those boys put up an excellent record.
Monday 25 November 1918

Military volunteer
Corporal Michael Herbert Gallavan 86239 NZTS from 19 November to 26 November
Corporal Richard Martin Cleave 86678 from 19 November to 25 November
Corporal Harry Vernon Wyatt 87723 NZMC of 54th NCO from 22 November to 05 December
Corporal Algernon Sydney McFarlane 91176 of 54th NCO from 22 November to 15 December
Lance Corporal Charles Anthony Barnfather 39936 (412619) from 25 November to 15 December

New patients
Fred Lewis from Whitemans Valley
John Stuart from Mangaroa

Patients = total 23 patients in hospital with 1 death

Tuesday 26 November 1918

Military volunteer
Corporal Michael Herbert Gallavan 86239 NZTS from 19 November to 26 November
Corporal Harry Vernon Wyatt 87723 NZMC of 54th NCO from 22 November to 05 December
Corporal Algernon Sydney McFarlane 91176 of 54th NCO from 22 November to 15 December
Lance Corporal Charles Anthony Barnfather 412619 from 25 November to 15 December

Patient discharged
Peterson sent back to his lodgings

Patient death
Mrs Alec Palmer died 26 November 1918 admitted to hospital 23 November 1918 - Lilian May Palmer nee Morris wife of Alexander Ernest Palmer of Silverstream (RGO NZ 1918/8258 age 46 born about 1872 under Ellen May Palmer)

Patient admissions
No patient admissions from 25 November to 03 December

Patients = total 20 patients in hospital

Wednesday 27 November 1918

Military volunteer
Corporal Harry Vernon Wyatt 87723 NZMC of 54th NCO from 22 November to 05 December
Corporal Algernon Sydney McFarlane 91176 of 54th NCO from 22 November to 15 December
Lance Corporal Charles Anthony Barnfather 412619 from 25 November to 15 December
Corporal RT Jeffreys 13/2207 from 27 November to 04 December
Corporal Baskin from 27 November to 05 December

Volunteers
Miss Emily May Clifford - born 1892 parents Sarah Emily and Frederick Augustus Clifford
Miss Cottle
Miss Salisbury - Ella Clara Salisbury or Marion Lilias Salisbury Main Road Upper Hutt
Mrs Shaw
Mrs Wildermoth returned from Stratford was again available
Mrs Phil Davies twin Flanagan babies in the care of volunteers
Mrs Jas Boyle senior twin Flanagan babies in the care of volunteers - Delia Boyle wife of James Boyle engine driver Upper Hutt 1914 Hutt ER

Volunteer developed flue
Mrs Ballantine developed flu - Edith Ballantine wife of Thomas Arthur Ballantine postmaster Upper Hutt Post Office 1914 Hutt ER

Volunteer leaves
Mrs Kemp left the district

Patient discharged
Mrs Cobb sent back to lodgings
Mrs Mitchel sent back to lodgings

Mr Henry John Flanagan and his son returned to their cottage and left alone (neighbour Mrs Shaw looked in on Mr Flanagan and his son until his sister-in-law arrived from Marlborough) – wife and daughter still in hospital
Maurice Henry Flanagan and father Mr Henry John Flanagan returned to their cottage and left alone (neighbour Mrs Shaw looked in on Mr Flanagan and his son)
Aloysius Clausen was sent to his brother on the Main Road - born 1900 brother Domonic Clausen born 1893 letter carrier Main Road Upper Hutt 1914 Hutt ER parents Agnes and Christopher Clausen)
Frank Benge sent to his home at Te Marua.
Patient remaining in hospital
Mrs Ellenore Flanagan in the hospital – wife of Henry John Flanagan (twin Flanagan babies in the care of volunteers Mrs Phil Davis and Mrs Boyle senior)
Mary Patricia Flanagan in the hospital – daughter born 1916 in NZ of Ellenore and Henry John Flanagan
Patient admissions
No patient admissions from 25 November to 03 December

Thursday 28 November 1918

Medical Volunteer released
Matron Mrs Pettit unwell weak and was given a break - Mrs Letitia Greacen Pettit nee Campbell wife of Major Dr William Haddow Pettit

Medical Volunteer new
Sister Herbert took charge (replaced Matron Pettit) Mrs Balcomb-Brown provided accommodated and motored her to and fro as required – later sister ordered away on 30th

Military volunteer
Corporal Harry Vernon Wyatt 87723 NZMC of 54th NCO from 22 November to 05 December
Corporal Algernon Sydney McFarlane 91176 of 54th NCO from 22 November to 15 December
Lance Corporal Charles Anthony Barnfather 412619 from 25 November to 15 December
Corporal RT Jeffreys 13/2207 from 27 November to 04 December
Corporal Baskin from 27 November to 05 December
Corporal Vowell 8837 from 28 November to 15 December
Corporal S Goodall 86883 from 28 November to 04 December
Patient admissions
No patient admissions from 25 November to 03 December

Comment
Having assistants available the hours of duty reduced from 12 on 12 off to 8 on and 16 off

Friday 29 November 1918

Military volunteer
Corporal Harry Vernon Wyatt 87723 NZMC of 54th NCO from 22 November to 05 December
Corporal Algernon Sydney McFarlane 91176 of 54th NCO from 22 November to 15 December
Lance Corporal Charles Anthony Barnfather 412619 from 25 November to 15 December
Corporal RT Jeffreys 13/2207 from 27 November to 04 December
Corporal Baskin from 27 November to 05 December
Corporal Vowell 8837 from 28 November to 15 December
Corporal S Goodall 86883 from 28 November to 04 December

Volunteer returns after flue
Miss Eileen May McInnes returned to hospital after recovering from the flue – sent home on 21 November daughter of Lydia Esther Huggins

Patient admissions
No patient admissions from 25 November to 03 December

Saturday 30 November 1918

Medical Volunteer new
Sister Herbert took charge (replaced Matron Pettit) then was ordered away on 30th
Sister Goring (replaced Sister Herbert) got flue and was transferred back to Wellington

Military volunteer
Corporal Harry Vernon Wyatt 87723 NZMC of 54th NCO from 22 November to 05 December
Corporal Algernon Sydney McFarlane 91176 of 54th NCO from 22 November to 15 December
Lance Corporal Charles Anthony Barnfather 412619 from 25 November to 15 December
Corporal RT Jeffreys 13/2207 from 27 November to 04 December
Corporal Baskin from 27 November to 05 December
Corporal Vowell 8837 from 28 November to 15 December
Corporal S Goodall 86883 from 28 November to 04 December

Patient
Volunteer Miss McCurdy permitted to get up after dose of flu – daughter of Angus J McCurdy

Patient admissions
No patient admissions from 25 November to 03 December

Sunday 01 December 1918

Medical Volunteer new
Sister Stubbs in charge relieving Sister Goring arrived midnight accommodated by Mrs Mason free of charge during her stay

Military volunteer
Corporal Harry Vernon Wyatt 87723 NZMC of 54th NCO from 22 November to 05 December
Corporal Algernon Sydney McFarlane 91176 of 54th NCO from 22 November to 15 December
Lance Corporal Charles Anthony Barnfather 412619 from 25 November to 15 December
Corporal RT Jeffreys 13/2207 from 27 November to 04 December
Corporal Baskin from 27 November to 05 December
Corporal Vowell 8837 from 28 November to 15 December
Corporal S Goodall 86883 from 28 November to 04 December

Volunteer
Miss McCurdy resumed her duties until Monday 16 December days after the temporary hospital was closed on 14 December

Patient admissions
No patient admissions from 25 November to 03 December

Monday 02 December 1918

Medical Volunteer
Sister Stubbs in charge but Matron Pettit turned up to check everything was going well

Military volunteer
Corporal Harry Vernon Wyatt 87723 NZMC of 54th NCO from 22 November to 05 December
Corporal Algernon Sydney McFarlane 91176 of 54th NCO from 22 November to 15 December
Lance Corporal Charles Anthony Barnfather 412619 from 25 November to 15 December
Corporal RT Jeffreys 13/2207 from 27 November to 04 December
Corporal Baskin from 27 November to 05 December
Corporal Vowell 8837 from 28 November to 15 December
Corporal S Goodall 86883 from 28 November to 04 December

Volunteer released
Mrs Wildermoth got the flu 2 weeks after 27 November

Patient admissions
No patient admissions from 25 November to 03 December

Comments
6am to 3pm Staff hours till the hospital closed on 14th December
10 am to 6 or 8 pm Miss Boyd & Mrs Wildermoth
2 pm to 10 pm Miss McCurdy
10 pm to 6 am Miss Clifford and Miss Pelling and Miss O’Malley
Alternative nights in charge Mrs Swanson and Mrs Shaw

Tuesday 03 December 1918

Military volunteer
Corporal Harry Vernon Wyatt 87723 NZMC of 54th NCO from 22 November to 05 December
Corporal Algernon Sydney McFarlane 91176 of 54th NCO from 22 November to 15 December
Lance Corporal Charles Anthony Barnfather 412619 from 25 November to 15 December
Corporal RT Jeffreys 13/2207 from 27 November to 04 December
Corporal Baskin from 27 November to 05 December
Corporal Vowell 8837 from 28 November to 15 December
Corporal S Goodall 86883 from 28 November to 04 December
Patients discharged
   J Stuart was sent to his Mangaroa residence
Patient admissions
   Patrick Parker brought in from the Akatarawa (from Heretaunga district area)

Wednesday 04 December 1918
Medical Volunteers
   Dr Major Pettit handed over to Dr Munro
Military volunteer
   Corporal Harry Vernon Wyatt 87723 NZMC of 54th NCO from 22 November to 05 December
   Corporal Algernon Sydney McFarlane 91176 of 54th NCO from 22 November to 15 December
   Lance Corporal Charles Anthony Barnfather 412619 from 25 November to 15 December
   Corporal RT Jeffreys 13/2207 from 27 November to 04 December
   Corporal Baskin from 27 November to 05 December
   Corporal Vowell 8837 from 28 November to 15 December
   Corporal S Goodall 86883 from 28 November to 04 December
Patient admissions
   Charlie Till sent in from Upper Hutt

Thursday 05 December 1918
Military volunteer
   Corporal Harry Vernon Wyatt 87723 NZMC of 54th NCO from 22 November to 05 December
   Corporal Algernon Sydney McFarlane 91176 of 54th NCO from 22 November to 15 December
   Lance Corporal Charles Anthony Barnfather 412619 from 25 November to 15 December
   Corporal Baskin from 27 November to 05 December
   Corporal Vowell 8837 from 28 November to 15 December
Patient admissions
   J Anderson was brought in from Akatarawa
   Mrs Wilson from Heretaunga

Friday 06 December 1918
Military volunteer
   Corporal Algernon Sydney McFarlane 91176 of 54th NCO from 22 November to 15 December
   Lance Corporal Charles Anthony Barnfather 412619 from 25 November to 15 December
   Corporal Vowell 8837 from 28 November to 15 December

Saturday 07 December 1918
Military volunteer
   Corporal Algernon Sydney McFarlane 91176 of 54th NCO from 22 November to 15 December
   Lance Corporal Charles Anthony Barnfather 412619 from 25 November to 15 December
   Corporal Vowell 8837 from 28 November to 15 December
Volunteer released
   Mrs Wildbermoth laid up with flue (Friday) Miss Cottle volunteered to take Mrs Wildbermoth’s duty 10 am to 6 or 8 pm

Sunday 08 December 1918
Military volunteer
   Corporal Algernon Sydney McFarlane 91176 of 54th NCO from 22 November to 15 December
   Lance Corporal Charles Anthony Barnfather 412619 from 25 November to 15 December
Comment
   Decision to close hospital the following Saturday

Monday 09 December 1918
Military volunteer
   Corporal Algernon Sydney McFarlane 91176 of 54th NCO from 22 November to 15 December
Lance Corporal Charles Anthony Barnfather 412619 from 25 November to 15 December
Corporal Vowell 8837 from 28 November to 15 December

Patients discharged
Miss Edwards was returned to Mrs Col Gibbon (from Heretaunga district area)
Archie Scrimshaw sent to Williamson’s (from Heretaunga district area)

Tuesday 10 December 1918

Military volunteer
Corporal Algernon Sydney McFarlane 91176 of 54th NCO from 22 November to 15 December
Lance Corporal Charles Anthony Barnfather 412619 from 25 November to 15 December
Corporal Vowell 8837 from 28 November to 15 December

Patients discharged
Mrs Connor sent to her home at Trentham (county case)

Wednesday 11 December 1918

Military volunteer
Corporal Algernon Sydney McFarlane 91176 of 54th NCO from 22 November to 15 December
Lance Corporal Charles Anthony Barnfather 412619 from 25 November to 15 December
Corporal Vowell 8837 from 28 November to 15 December

Thursday 12 December 1918

Military volunteer
Corporal Algernon Sydney McFarlane 91176 of 54th NCO from 22 November to 15 December
Lance Corporal Charles Anthony Barnfather 412619 from 25 November to 15 December
Corporal Vowell 8837 from 28 November to 15 December

Friday 13 December 1918

Patients discharged
Miss Lindsay was hos to Maymorn
Fred Lewis to his father at Upper Hutt
Charlie Till to his sister at Upper Hutt

Saturday 14 December 1918
Temporary hospital closed after 27 days

Medical Volunteers
Sister Stubbs and her staff had a general “wash-up”

Military volunteer
Corporal Algernon Sydney McFarlane 91176 of 54th NCO from 22 November to 15 December
Lance Corporal Charles Anthony Barnfather 412619 from 25 November to 15 December
Corporal Vowell 8837 from 28 November to 15 December

Patients discharged
Mrs Wilson was sent to her lodgings near the camp (Heretaunga district area)
Mrs Goodman to her home (Heretaunga district area)
Ted Cottle to his home (Heretaunga district area)
J Anderson was returned to George Weeks at Akatarawa
Mrs Flanagan re-joined their families at Upper Hutt
John Thomas (Jack) Craig re-joined their families at Upper Hutt was admitted on 22 November 1918
Patrick Parker arrangements were made for him to be taken to his people at Lower Hutt but someone took him away in their car to Wellington which staff was not made aware of.

Sunday 15 December 1918
Cleaning up and clearing out the temporary hospital
Military volunteer

Corporal Algernon Sydney McFarlane 91176 of 54th NCO from 22 November to 15 December
Lance Corporal Charles Anthony Barnfather 412619 from 25 November to 15 December
Corporal Vowell 8837 from 28 November to 15 December

When the temporary hospital at the Upper Hutt School was closed the secretary of the School committee was instructed to inform the charwomen [not named] that the rooms were to be scrubbed and washed out but not hosed.

(Reference Upper Hutt School Jubilee 1864 -1989 “Play the Game” Evergreen is our Valley editor Dudley G Hercock Upper Hutt New Zealand 1989 z993.65 HER)

**Influenza Epidemic certificate**

![Influenza Epidemic certificate](image)

(Reference from descendant and researcher Howard Wardell)

After the epidemic the Government made a decision to award a certificate of thanks to the volunteers of the 1918 Influenza epidemic. It was awarded to those who assisted in the community and the various temporary emergency hospitals. Above is an example of a certificate awarded to Mrs Ivy Goodyer who volunteered in the Wellington region.

**Patients**

Temporary Emergency Hospital Upper Hutt

0- John Neil ANDERSON born 1883 New Zealand died 21 September 1931 New Zealand (never married)
#The Flue (report) - J Anderson was brought in from Akatarawa - J Anderson was returned to George Weeks at Akatarawa
#John Neil Anderson born 1883 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1883 folio website 1883/7262 parents Margaret and James Anderson
#John Neil Anderson wood-cutter Akatarawa NZ Army WW1 Reserve Roll 1st Division
#John Nile Anderson labourer Akatarawa 1919 Otaki Electoral Roll & John Neil Anderson
labourer Upper Hutt 1905-1906 Hutt Electoral Roll
#John Neil Anderson died 1931 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1931 folio 3703 website 1931/9896 age 49 born about 1882
#John Neil Anderson age 48 born about 1883 died 21 September 1931 buried Akatarawa cemetery Upper Hutt
#John Neil Anderson labourer Akatarawa Upper Hutt died 21 September 1931 intestate NZ notice of deceased Estates

0- Francis / Frank BENG born 1876 New Zealand died 25 October 1961 New Zealand married 1902 New Zealand Margaret YOUNG born 1871 died 21 April 1955 New Zealand
#The Flu (report) - Frank Benge from Te Marua - Frank Benge sent to his home at Te Marua.
#Francis BENG born 1876 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1876 folio website 1876/12731 parents Julia and David Benge
#Francis BENG married 1902 New Zealand Margaret YOUNG reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1902 folio website 1902/2310
#Margaret BENG died 1955 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1955 folio website 1955/33973 age 84 born about 1871
#Francis BENG died 1961 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1961 folio website 1961/39336 age 85 born about 1876
#Akatarawa cemetery Upper Hutt headstone - Margaret loved wife of Francis Benge mother of Len and Jessie died 21 April 1955 also her beloved husband Francis Benge died 25 October 1961 aged 85 years

0- Aloysius CLAUSEN born 1900 New Zealand died 1958 New Zealand married Harriet UNKNOWN
#The Flu (report) - Aloysius Clausen was sent to his brother on the Main Road - born 1900 brother Domonic Clausen born 1893 letter carrier Main Road Upper Hutt 1914 Hutt ER parents Agnes and Christopher Clausen]
#Aloysius Clausen born 1900 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1900 folio website 1900/11269 parents Agnes and Christopher Clausen
#Aloysius Clausen died 1958 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1958 folio website 1958/27227 age 57 born about 1901
#Aloysius Clausen farm hand & Harriet Clausen married Mangaweka 1946 Rangitikei Electoral Roll
#Aloysius Clausen farmer Rangiwahia age 57 years died buried 21 March 1958 Taihape cemetery Taihape

#The Flu (report) Mrs Cobb and Mrs Mitch sent back to lodgings reference Papers past website Hutt Valley Independent newspaper 08 February 1919
#Arthur Robert COBB died 17 November 1918 Wallaceville Upper Hutt New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1918 folio website 1918/11663 age 30 born about 1888
#Soldiers Deaths – Trentham Camp - 82890 Pte Arthur R Cobb at his home at Lower [sic] Hutt 17th Nov (Mrs A R Cobb Upper Hutt) reference Papers past website Evening Post & Dominion & New Zealand Times newspaper 19 November 1918
#Annie Cobb widow 38 Aro Street 1919 Wellington central Electoral Roll & Annie Cobb widow 8 Imperial Terrace 1928 & 1935 Wellington East ER and 1946 & 1949 & 1954 & 1957 Miramar ER
#Annie COBB widow 38 Aro Street reference 1919 Wellington Central Electoral Roll & Annie Cobb widow 8 Imperial Terrace 1928 & 1935 Wellington East ER and 1946 & 1949 & 1954 & 1957 Miramar ER
#Annie COBB widow 38 Aro Street reference 1919 Wellington Central Electoral Roll
#Annie COBB died 20 November buried 24 November 1965 Rookwood Catholic Cemetery New South Wales Australia reference Ancestry website, find a grave Australia
#Annie COBB widow Wellington Court 1966 Probate records reference Archives New Zealand Wellington AAOM 6031 W3265 385 0173/1966
#Thank you to the descendant who informed me that Annie (Nance) was born 1883 Goureesbeg Bantry Bay, Co Cork Ireland to parents Julia nee O'Leary and Cornelius O'Shea and died 20 November 1965 in Sydney New South Wales when she was visiting her son George Cobb who had settled in Australia

0- Ivy Hazel FULLFORD (CONNOR / CONNER) born 1894 New Zealand died 25 January 1919 Wellington Hospital New Zealand married 21 February 1917 Wellington New Zealand Alfred Herman CONNER / CONNOR born 18 May 1885 London England died 1965 New Zealand
#The Flue (report) - Mrs A H Conner from Heretaunga - Mrs Connor sent to her home at Trentham (county case)
#Ivy Hazel Fullford born 1894 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1894 folio website 1894/17575 parents Maria and Arthur Harry Fullford
#Ivy Hazel Fullford married 21 February 1917 Wellington New Zealand Alfred Herman Conner reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1917 folio website 1917/1282
#Ivy Hazel Connor died 25 January 1919 Wellington Hospital New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1919 folio website 1919/403
#Private Alfred Herman Conner 3/2377 NZMC
#Alfred Herman Conner died 1965 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1965 folio website 1965/34610 age 81 born about 1884

4- Edward William COTTLE born 1867 New Zealand died November 1946 Trentham Upper Hutt New Zealand married 1892 New Zealand Hannah Mary PEARCE born about 1870 died March 1945 Trentham Upper Hutt New Zealand
#Edward William Cottle born 1867 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1867 folio website 1867/17039 parents Mary Ann and Charles Joseph Cottle
#Edward William Cottle married 1892 New Zealand Hannah Mary Pearce reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1892 folio 1258 website 1892/1211
#Golden Wedding – Cottle – Pearce – On 25 May 1892 ay St Marks Wellington by the Rev R Coffey Hannah Mary second daughter of Mr and Mrs James Pearce Pahautanui to Edward Williams third son of Mr and Mrs Charles Cottle, Cottleville Terrace Wellington reference Papers past website Evening Post newspaper 25 May 1942
#Hannah Mary Cottle died 1945 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1945 folio website 1945/29689 age 75 born about 1870
#Edward William Cottle married 1946 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1946 folio website 1946/6681 age 79 born about 1867
#Edward William Cottle buried 05 November 1946 & Hannah Mary Cottle buried 24 March 1945 St John’s Church Trentham Upper Hutt New Zealand

2- John Thomas CRAIG born 1866 New Zealand died 01 February 1933 Upper Hutt New Zealand married 1895 New Zealand Mary Philomena CUDBY born 1871 died 22 November 1918 Upper Hutt New Zealand
#John Thomas CRAIG born 1866 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1866 folio website 1866/33468 parents Elizabeth and John Craig
#John Thomas CRAIG residential Upper Hutt Farmer 1890 Hutt Electoral Roll reference Ancestry website New Zealand Electoral Rolls
#John Thomas CRAIG married 1895 New Zealand Mary Philomena CUDBY reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1895 folio website 1895/1981
#John Thomas CRAIG Upper Hutt Farmer residential & Mary Philomena CRAIG Upper Hutt married women residential 1896 & 1900 Otaki Electoral Roll reference Ancestry website New Zealand Electoral Rolls
#John Thomas CRAIG Upper Hutt Farmer 1914 Hutt Electoral Roll reference Ancestry website New Zealand Electoral Rolls
#Mary Philomena CRAIG died 22 November 1918 Upper Hutt New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1918 folio website 1918/12992 age 47 born about 1871
#Mary Philomena CRAIG died 1918 buried St Joseph’s churchyard Upper Hutt plot 28
#John Thomas CRAIG Main Road Upper Hutt Farmer 1919 Otaki Electoral Roll reference Ancestry website New Zealand Electoral Rolls
#John Thomas CRAIG died 1933 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1933 folio website 1933/6271 age 66 born about 1867
#Bereavement Notice Thanks – The family of the late Mr John Thomas Craig of Upper Hutt desire to thank their many friends for kindness and sympathy in their recent sad bereavement reference Papers past website Evening Post newspaper 01 March 1933
#John Thomas CRAIG died 1933 buried St Joseph’s churchyard Upper Hutt plot 29 next to wife Mary Philomena CRAIG in plot 28

0- Miss Edwards born unknown died unknown
#The Flue (report) - Miss Edwards was returned to Mrs Col Gibbon (from Heretaunga district area)
#Colonel Charles Monk Gibbon CMG IGS Chief of the General Staff NZ WW1 (1877-1937) married 1910 Margaret Crampton
#Charles Monk Gibbon CGS NZ Military Forces Silverstream Hutt Valley reference NZ Army WW1 Reserve Roll 2nd Division
#Gibbon Colonel C M Chief General Staff Defence Force Silverstream 1920 Wises New Zealand Post Office Directory

0- Ellenore FORBES (FLANAGAN) born 31 January 1890 New Zealand died 1977 New Zealand married 26 December 1892 Renwicktown Blenheim New Zealand Henry John FLANAGAN born 1890 New Zealand died 1968 New Zealand
#The Flue (report) - Mrs Ellenore Flanagan wife of soldier Henry John Flanagan. Mrs Flanagan’s un-weaned twin babies accompanied her to the hospital – Mrs Ellenore Flanagan in the hospital wife of Henry John Flanagan (twin Flanagan babies in the care of volunteers Mrs Phil Davis and Mrs Boyle senior)
#The Flue (report) - Mary Patricia Flanagan born 1916 girl from Maymorn – daughter of Ellenore (patient) and Henry John Flanagan (Mary’s brother Maurice Henry Flanagan was also patient in temporary hospital along with their mother Ellenore)
#The Flue (report) - Mr Henry John Flanagan and his son returned to their cottage and left alone (neighbour Mrs Shaw looked in on Mr Flanagan and his son until his sister-in-law arrived from Marlborough) – wife and daughter still in hospital
#The Flue (report) - Mrs Flanagan re-joined their families at Upper Hutt
#Henry John Flanagan born 1890 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1890 folio website 1890/3267 parents Mary and Michael Flanagan
#Ellenore Forbes born 1890 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1890 folio website 1890/6778 parents Mary Brooks and Robert Stewart Forbes
#Ellenore Foubes [sic] married 1912 New Zealand Henry John Flanagan reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1912 folio website 1912/8515
#Henry John Flanagan died 1968 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1968 folio website 1968/42201 age 78 born about 1890
#Private Henry John Flanagan 657
#Henry’s brother died of influenza in Trentham Military Camp - Soldiers deaths at Trentham Military Camp 3/3339 Pte J Flanagan 15 November (Mrs H Flanagan Wallaceville m) Evening Post newspaper 19 November 1918 page 7

0-1- Maurice Henry FLANAGAN born 22 October 1913 Renwicktown Blenheim
0- Maurice Henry Flanagan from Maymorn - born 1914 son of Ellenore (patient) and Henry John Flanagan - Maurice Henry Flanagan and father Mr Henry John Flanagan returned to their cottage and left alone (neighbour Mrs Shaw looked in on Mr Flanagan and his son)

0-2- Mary Patricia FLANAGAN born 07 July 1916 Renwicktown Blenheim

0-3- Monica Ellenore FLANAGAN (twin) born 05 June 1918 Blenheim New Zealand

0-4- Kathleen Agatha FLANAGAN (twin) born 05 June 1918 Blenheim New Zealand

#The Flue (report) - Maurice Henry Flanagan from Maymorn - born 1914 son of Ellenore (patient) and Henry John Flanagan - Maurice Henry Flanagan and father Mr Henry John Flanagan returned to their cottage and left alone (neighbour Mrs Shaw looked in on Mr Flanagan and his son)

#The Flue (report) - Mary Patricia Flanagan in the hospital – daughter born 1916 in NZ of Ellenore and Henry John Flanagan

#The Flue (report) - Monica Ellenore Flanagan (twin) born 1918 Blenheim New Zealand

#The Flue (report) - Kathleen Agatha Flanagan (twin) born 1918 Blenheim New Zealand

0- Minnie Elizabeth SCRIMSHAW (GOODMAN) born 1886 New Zealand died 20 April 1948 Upper Hutt New Zealand married 1918 New Zealand Albert GOODMAN born 1877 New Zealand died 13 October 1951 Upper Hutt New Zealand

#The Flue (report) - Mrs Albert Goodman from Heretaunga - Mrs Goodman to her home (Heretaunga district area)

#Minnie Elizabeth Scrimshaw born 1886 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1886 folio website 1886/2090 parents Martha and James Scrimshaw

#Albert Goodman born 1877 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1877 folio website 1877/5585 parents Annie and Henry Goodman

#Minnie Elizabeth Scrimshaw married 1918 New Zealand Albert Goodman reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1918 folio website 1918/5661

#Albert Goodman horse trainer Trentham Hutt New Zealand Army WW1 Reserve Roll 2nd Division

#Minnie Elizabeth Goodman died 1948 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1948 folio website 1948/28742 age 62 born about 1886

#Albert Goodman died 1951 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1951 folio website 1951/17962 age 74 born about 1877

#Headstone Albert husband of the late Minnie Goodman died 13 October 1951 – Minnie Elizabeth Goodman beloved wife of Albert died 20 April 1948 buried together Akatarawa cemetery Upper Hutt

0- Frederick LEWIS born 23 January 1903 New Zealand died 10 September 1983 Gisborne New Zealand

#The Flue (report) - Fred Lewis from Whitemans Valley & Fred Lewis to his father at Upper Hutt

#Frederik Lewis born 23 January 1902 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1902 folio website 1902/215 parents Jessie Anne and John William Lewis

#Frederick Lewis birth date 25 January 1903 parents John W Lewis address Upper Hutt admission date 13 October 1914 last school Whitemans Valley last day 02 February 1917 destination Whitemans Valley work register number 1842 Upper Hutt School

#Frederick Lewis died 1983 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1983 folio website 1983/35888 born 23 January 1902

#Frederick Lewis died 10 September 1983 age 81 years from 101 De Lautour Road Gisborne buried Tahuheru Lawn cemetery Gisborne headstone In loving memory of Harriet Elizabeth Lewis died 29 September 1974 in her 83rd year – Lulu Leone Lewis died 19 September 1975 in her 56th year – Frederick Lewis died 07 September 1983 in his 82nd year

0- Jane Ruby (Jean) LINDSAY born 26 February 1896 New Zealand died 13 September 1975 New Zealand married 1919 New Zealand John STUART born 01 August 1882 Scotland died 10 January 1947 New Zealand

#The Flue (report) - Jean Lindsay from Maymorn - Miss Lindsay was home to Maymorn

#Jane Robie / Ruby Lindsay born 1896 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1896 folio website 1896/3264 parents Amelia and Alexander Lindsay

#Jane's siblings Alexander George born 1893, Henry John born 1895 & William Alfred born 1897 all in New Zealand to parents Amelia and Alexander Lindsay
# Alexander Lindsay farmer & Amelia Lindsay married & Jane Ruby spinster all residing Mangaroa 1919 Hutt Electoral Roll
# Jane Ruby Lindsay married 1919 New Zealand John Stuart reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1919 folio 7923
# John Stuart born Scotland 01 August 1882 died 10 January 1947 loved husband of Jean Ruby also Jane Ruby Stuart born 26 February 1896 died 13 September 1975 beloved parents of six daughters buried Taita cemetery Lower Hutt

0- Mrs MITCHEL (details unknown)
# The Flue (report) - Mrs Mitchell (or Mitchell) sent back to lodgings
# Amelia Alice Mitchell married & Francis Davis Mitchell railway guard resident Wilson Street Upper Hutt 1919 Hutt Electoral Roll – Not sure they are Upper Hutt residents not in lodgings

0- Lilian May MORRIS (PALMER) born 1873 New Zealand died 26 November 1918 (influenza)
Upper Hutt New Zealand married 1893 New Zealand Alexander Ernest PALMER born 1871 New Zealand died 1950 New Zealand
# The Flue (report) - Lilian May Palmer from Heretaunga - Lilian May Palmer wife of Alexander Ernest Palmer of Silverstream - Mrs Alec Palmer died 26 November 1918 admitted to hospital 23 November 1918
# Lilian May Morris born 1873 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1873 folio website 1873/15611 parents Susannah and William Morris
# Alexander Ernest Palmer born 1871 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1871 folio website 1871/20968 parents Clara and Charles Palmer
# Lilian May Morris married 1893 New Zealand Alexander Ernest Palmer reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1893 folio website 1893/2229
# Lilian May Palmer died 26 November 1918 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1918 folio website 1918/8258 age 46 born about 1872 registered under Ellen May
# Alexander Ernest Palmer died 1950 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1950 folio website 1950/32592 age 79 born about 1871

0- Bernard Patrick PARKER born 1890 New Zealand died 1946 New Zealand married 1932 New Zealand Doris Margaret Owen NEWCOMB
# The Flue (report) – On 03 December Patrick Parker brought in from the Akatarawa (from Heretaunga district area) - Patrick Parker arrangements were made for him to be taken to his people at Lower Hutt but someone took him away in their car to Wellington which staff was not made aware of
# Bernard Patrick Parker born 1890 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1890 folio website 1890/14525 parents Kate and Shadrach Parker & siblings Harman John born 1882, Cornelius Daniel born 1884, Theresa Maud born 1885 and Joseph born 1888
# Kate Parker married 1906 New Zealand William Cookson reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1906 folio website 1906/6476
# Patrick Bernard Parker c/- Mrs W Cookson Main Street Hutt 1914 Hutt Electoral Roll & Patrick Bernard Parker clerk Main Street Lower Hutt 1919 Hutt Electoral Roll
# Patrick Bernard Parker married 1932 New Zealand Doris Margaret Owen Newcomb reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1932 folio website 1932/8095
# Patrick Bernard (Burnard) died 1946 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1946 folio website 1946/18742 age 55 born about 1891

0- Mr PETERSEN (details unknown)
# The Flue (report) - Petersen having been sent back to his lodgings when convalescent because Gerry Tolhurst had not kept his word.
# Herbert Andrews Petersen wicker-worker 33 Queen Street Petone 1919 Hutt Electoral Roll
# Jens Peter Petersen mill hand Levin 1919 Otaki Electoral Roll
0- **Charles Henry Potts** born 1881 died 23 November 1918 Upper Hutt New Zealand married 1906 New Zealand **Ada Edith Dalton** born 1887 New Zealand died 1968 New Zealand

#The Flue (report) - Charles Henry (Charlie) Potts from Upper Hutt died 23 November 1918 in temporary hospital - he was admitted to hospital the day before on 22 November 1918

#Ada Edith Dalton born 1887 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1887 folio website 1887/16880 parents Sarah and John Benjamin Dalton

#Charles Henry Potts married 1906 New Zealand Ada Edith Dalton reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1906 folio 6390 website 1906/6441


#Charles Henry Potts bread-carrier (brick-maker) King Street Upper Hutt New Zealand Army WW1 Reserve Roll 2nd Division

#Charles Henry Potts died 23 November 1918 Upper Hutt New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1918 folio 12994 age 38 born about 1880

#Charles Henry Potts 1881-1918 and S H Potts ‘abide with me’ headstone buried at Wallaceville cemetery Upper Hutt

#Ada Edith Potts married 1922 New Zealand Leslie Galloway Robertson reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1922 folio 9095

#Ada Edith Robertson died 1968 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1968 folio website 1968/46532 age 80 born about 1888

0- **Archie Scrimshaw** born 05 April 1893 New Zealand died 1976 New Zealand married 1934 New Zealand **Eva Mary Edwards** born 1897 New Zealand died 1950 Upper Hutt New Zealand

#The Flue (report) - Archie Scrimshaw from Heretaunga - Archie Scrimshaw sent to Williamson’s (from Heretaunga district area)

#Archie Scrimshaw born 05 April 1893 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1893 folio 13333 parents Martha and James Scrimshaw

#Eva Mary Edwards born 1897 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1897 folio website 1897/10462 parents Philadelphia and Thomas Edwards

#Archie Scrimshaw married 1934 New Zealand Eva Mary Edwards reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1934 folio website 1934/1292

#Eva Mary Scrimshaw died 1950 Upper Hutt New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1950 folio website 1950/32930 age 53 born about 1897

#Eva Mary Scrimshaw buried St Johns Anglican Churchyard Trentham Upper Hutt NZ

#Archie Scrimshaw died 1976 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1976 folio website 1976/33605 born 05 April 1883

0- **John Stuart** born 01 August 1882 Scotland died 10 January 1947 New Zealand married 1919 New Zealand **Jane Ruby (Jean) Lindsay** born 26 February 1896 New Zealand died 13 September 1975 New Zealand

#The Flue (report) - John Stuart from Mangaroa - J Stuart was sent to his Mangaroa residence

#Jane Robie / Ruby Lindsay born 1896 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1896 folio website 1896/3264 parents Amelia and Alexander Lindsay

#John Stuart married 1919 New Zealand Jane Ruby Lindsay reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1919 folio 7923

#John Stuart died 1947 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1947 folio website 1947/19677 age 65 born about 1882

#Jane Ruby Stuart died 1975 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1975 folio website 1975/14161 born February 1896

#John Stuart born Scotland 01 August 1882 died 10 January 1947 loved husband of Jean Ruby also Jane Ruby Stuart born 26 February 1896 died 13 September 1975 beloved parents of six daughters buried Taita cemetery Lower Hutt

0- Mrs WILSON (details unknown)
#The Flue (report) - Mrs Wilson from Heretaunga - Mrs Wilson was sent to her lodgings near the camp (Heretaunga district area) #1919 Hutt Electoral Roll = Edith Caroline Wilson married Trentham & William Edward Wilson military police Main Road Upper Hutt (Edith Caroline Bunting married 1904 New Zealand Williams Edward Wilson RGO NZ marriage registration 1904/1441) #1919 Hutt Electoral Roll = Katherine Wilson married Wallaceville Road Upper Hutt (Kathleen Miriam Healy married 1896 New Zealand Robert Dare Wilson RGO NZ marriage registration 1896/3396) (Katherine Cullen married 1915 New Zealand William Wilson RGO NZ marriage registration 1915/2439) #1919 Hutt Electoral Roll = Robert Dare Wilson Hairdresser Trentham Camp & William Wilson horse trainer Main Road Upper Hutt Trentham & John Edward Wilson stableman Main Road Trentham & Pearl Wilson spinster Whiteman's Valley Road Silverstream

---

**Doctors and Nursing Volunteers**
Temporary Emergency Hospital Upper Hutt

0- Doctor John Stuart MONRO born about 1889 died 1971 New Zealand
#Upper Hutt - The organising committee, with Mr F W Connell as chairman on duty at the courthouse, has attended to the wants of the district in a wholehearted manner. Every home needing assistance has been visited on notice being received. Dr Munro, the local medical practitioner, has been laid up since the epidemic struck the locality, and his place has been filled by Major Pettit, NZMC, who has worked untiringly, night and day, with excellent results. The public school has been turned into a hospital, under the charge of a qualified matron, Mrs Pettit, wife of Major Pettit, and splendid work is being done there by a small band of willing workers reference Papers past Dominion newspaper 25 November 1918 #During the next few days Dr Munro had a very busy time and on Saturday 16 November, he had to lay up reference Papers past website Dominion newspaper 05 December 1918 page 8 #It is understood a Dr Munro is thinking of settling down in Upper Hutt – probably in H. C Gibbons House reference Papers past website Hutt Valley Independent newspaper 13 April 1918 page 4 #John Stuart MONRO First Reserves Craiglockhart Palmerston North Medical Practitioner recruiting district
#John Stuart MONRO registration 19 May 1916 qualification MB Bac Surgeon 1912 University Edinburgh Residence Upper Hutt reference New Zealand Register of Medical Practitioners
#John Stuart MONRO died 1971 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1971 folio website 1971/26454 age 82 born about 1889

### 0- Doctor Major William Haddow PETTIT born 13 April 1885 Nelson New Zealand died 16 December 1985 Auckland New Zealand married 1910 New Zealand Matron Letitia Greacen CAMPBELL born 1883 New Zealand died 30 June 1964 Auckland New Zealand (4 issue)

*Major William Haddow Pettit (Doctor NZ Medical Corps & Missionary) of the Upper Hutt Epidemic Committee*

*Matron Letitia Greacen Pettit of the Upper Hutt Epidemic Hospital*

*William Haddow PETTIT born 13 April 1885 Nelson New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1885 folio website 1885/6862 parents Isabella and Thomas Pettit*

*Letitia Greacen CAMPBELL born 1883 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1883 folio website 1883/14320 parents Letitia and Allan Brock Campbell*

*William Haddow PETTIT married 1910 New Zealand Letitia Greacen CAMPBELL reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1910 folio 7923 website 1910/7544*

*Letitia Greacen PETTIT died 1965 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1965 folio website 1965/39080 age 81 born about 1884*

*William Haddon PETTIT died 1985 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1985 folio website 1985/52491 born 13 April 1885 age 100 years*

*located a hand written scrap of paper which read = The couple had four children, the first two daughters were born in India the third in Dunedin in 1914, a son was born some years later. Dr Pettit died in an Auckland Private Nursing home in December 1985 and an obituary was published in the New Zealand Herald on 17 December 1985 the day following his death.*

*Information about a photograph of Major & Matron Pettit in the 1985 newspaper article was quoted as been “hung in the borough council chambers” but it is not known where the photograph is now located or stored.*

*There is a photograph of the 1918 Influenza committee on the Upper Hutt recollect website heritage collection which includes Dr William Pettit and other men of the Upper Hutt district. Perhaps this is the photograph quoted in the 1985 newspaper article.*

---

**Hundredth Birthday for Hero**

Dr WILLIAM PETTIT the almost forgotten hero of Upper Hutt during the worldwide influenza epidemic in 1918, celebrated his 100th birthday on Saturday.

He’s credited with saving many lives and for some years a portrait of the then Major Pettit, and his wife, a trained nurse, hung in the borough council chambers.

Today Dr Pettit lies in a bed at St Andrew’s Hospital, St Heliers, Auckland, going out by taxi weekly to attend Sunday church.

The 1918 epidemic killed millions – more than the First World War – and when it struck in Upper Hutt, Major Pettit was medical officer at Trentham Camp.

Upper Hutt Primary School was turned into a hospital, and the major placed in charge. He and his wife worked night and day. They would “doss down” as opportunity offered.

“Her was a hero,” says 79-year -old Henry Salisbury of Maoribank, who as a Standard five pupil at the time can remember the event but barely the man.

“He spent himself for others,” says 86-year-old May Poulsen of Weka Grove, who remembers him better because he was a frequent visitor to the home of her family – the Hazelwoods.

And her 82-year-old husband Hec, says simple that Dr Pettit saved his life.

“I was 15 at the time of the “flue,” he says. “I nearly died.” In fact, there’s a period of a week on which his mind is a complete blank.

Dr Pettit was born in Nelson, and went to Dunedin to study medicine when he was 16. He served in Bangladesh for five years as a Baptist medical missionary before returning to New Zealand.
A committed Christian he became known through the country as a preacher, first as a Baptist and later as a member of the Open Bretheren.

What was he like?

"A tall, strapping man," as Mr Salisbury remembers. "He was regarded as a gentleman," says Mrs Poulsen. He was also something of a debater. Mr Salisbury remembers him debating creation and evolution with Professor Hunter (after whom the Hunter Building at Victoria University was named) in the Wellington Town Hall. Though we had some difficulty obtaining information from the hospital, we were able to learn that Dr Pettit celebrated his birthday with a small party of relatives, and that he received a large number of messages.

[Image with caption]

Major William Pettit and his wife (we haven’t been able to discover her name) photographed by Upper Hutt photographer G L Lay. The date is unknown, but the indications are that it could be about 1918.

(Reference Golder Cottage Archives laminated newspaper article from the Upper Hutt Leader April 1985)

0- Sister GORING (details unknown)
#Sister Goring replaced Sister Herbert on 30th got flue on arrival and was transferred back to Wellington

0- Sister HERBERT (details unknown)
#Sister Herbert took charge and replaced Matron Pettit then was ordered away on 30th - Mrs Balcomb-Brown provided accommodated and motored her to and fro as required

0- Sister Florence Julia STUBBS born 1890 New Zealand died 1977 New Zealand
#Mrs Pettit has been relieved by Sister Stubbs, a former Wellington Hospital nurse reference Papers past website Dominion newspaper 05 December 1918 page 8
#Florence J STUBBS August 1916 Wellington Hospital certificate State examination June 1916 residence Active service NZANS
#Florence Julia STUBBS born 1890 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1890 folio website 1890/7465 parents Georgina and John Stubbs – not sure

Military Volunteers
Temporary Emergency Hospital Upper Hutt

0- Charles Anthony BARNFATHER born 28 April 1892 / 14 September 1894 Halburn on tyne England died 1973 New Zealand 1st married 31 August 1910 Gisborne Myrtle Margaret SAUNDERS born unknown died unknown 2nd married 1933 New Zealand Doris SUTTON born about 1902 died 1973 New Zealand
(issue Roy Lamber born 23 January 1911 Gisborne, Dorothy Margaret born 18 June 1912 & Arthur Spice Edelston born 06 December 1913)
#Lance Corporal Charles Anthony Barnfather WWI 39936 volunteered in the hospital from 25 November to 15 December (he also service in WW2 412619 RNZAF)
#Charles Anthony Barnfather married 1910 New Zealand Myrtle Margaret Saunders reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1910 folio website 1910/3849
#Charles Anthony Barnfather married 1933 New Zealand Doris Sutton reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1933 folio website 1933/2859
#Doris Barnfather died 1967 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1967 folio website 1967/38889 age 65 born about 1902

0- Robert Lowry BASKIN born 1898 New Zealand died 1973 Bendigo Victoria Australia
#Corporal Robert Lowry Baskin 89380 from 27 November to 05 December
# Robert Lowry Baskin born 1898 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1898 folio website 1898/7302 parents Margaret Rankin and Lowry Baskin
# Robert’s siblings = Anne Jane born 1897, Ora Mary born 1900, Mona Margaret born 1902, James born 1903, Oliver born 1907, Roy born 1907, Harold born 1908, William born 1911 all in New Zealand to parents Margaret Rankin and Lowry Baskin
# Robert Lowry Baskin Soldier N.Z.A.M.C. Trentham Military Camp 1919 Hutt Electoral Roll
# Robert Baskin born 13 June 1900 Oatley New South Wales [sic], year range 1911-1970 enlisted Sydney service number 14339 next of kin sister Mona Kivell description A6770 RAN Petty Officers and Men
# Robert Lowry Baskin age 75 born about 1898 died 1973 Bendigo Victoria Australia parents Margaret Rankin and Lowry Baskin register number 21286

# Corporal Richard Martin Cleave 86678 from 19 November to 25 November
# Richard Martin Cleave born 1890 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1890 folio website 1890/9626 parents Martha and Richard Martin Cleave
# Richard Martin Cleave married 1914 New Zealand Nellie May Mortimer reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1914 folio website 1914/1791
# Richard Martin Cleave died 1965 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1965 folio website 1965/24405 age 74 born about 1891

# Corporal Michael Herbert Gallavan 86239 NZTS from 19 November to 26 November
# Michael Herbert Gallavan died 1942 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1942 folio website 1942/17962 age 59 born about 1883
# Mary Ann Louisa Gallavan died 1957 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1957 folio website 1957/31036 age 65 born about 1892

0- Stephen Inglis GOODALL born 16 December 1896 Kaikoura New Zealand died 1945 New Zealand married 1925 New Zealand Alexina Elizabeth HASLETT born 26 January 1896 died 1973 New Zealand
# Corporal Stephen Inglis Goodall 86883 from 28 November to 04 December
# Stephen Inglis Goodall born 1897 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1897 folio website 1897/14708 parents Margaret Daniel and Joseph Wilkinson Goodall
# Stephen Inglis Goodall married 1925 New Zealand Alexina Elizabeth Haslett reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1925 folio website 1925/9774
# Stephen Inglis Goodall died 1945 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1945 folio website 1945/22103 age 48 born about 1897

0- Richard Francis JEFFREYS born 06 September 1882 Auckland New Zealand died 27 June 1934 Gisborne New Zealand
# Corporal Richard Francis Jeffrey 13/2207 from 27 November to 04 December
# Richard Francis Jeffrey died 1934 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1934 folio website 1934/5128 age 55 born about 1879
# Richard Francis Jeffrey 21 February 1996 age 95 years from Te Wiremu House Gisborne Presbyterian block 25 plot 304 Tarheru cemetery Gisborne headstone

0- Algernon Sydney MCFARLANE born 1888 New Zealand died 1964 New Zealand married 01 April 1915 Port Chalmers Selina MCHAFFIE born 1895 New Zealand died 1954 New Zealand (issue Jennie Scott Tait born 31 July 1914 Dunedin & Violet Emily born 15 August 1917)
#Corporal Algernon Sydney McFarlane 91176 of 54th NCO from 22 November to 15 December

#Algernon Sydney McFarlane born 1888 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1888 folio website 1888/5995 parents Jessie and Louis Charles Alexander McFarlane

#Selina McHaffie born 1895 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1895 folio website 1895/17199 parents Janet Barrie nee Tait and Hugh Ninian McHaffie

#Algernon Sydney McFarlane married 01 April 1915 New Zealand Selina McHaffie reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1915 folio website 1915/2307

#Selina McFarlane died 1954 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1954 folio website 1954/26968 age 58 born about 1896

#Algernon Sydney McFarlane died 1964 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1964 folio website 1964/34405 age 76 born about 1888

0- Harry VOWELL born 16 February 1890 London England died 1977 New Zealand married 03 June 1914 Waikane New Zealand Ivy Estelle WALKER born about 1886 died 1966 New Zealand

(Issue Edward Ian Vowell born 05 December 1915 Wellington)

#Corporal Harry Vowell 88837 from 28 November to 15 December

#Harry Vowell married 1914 New Zealand Ivy Estelle Walker reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1914 folio website 1914/8781

#Ivy Estelle Vowell died 1966 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1966 folio website 1966/47802 age 80 born about 1886

#Harry Vowell died 1977 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1977 folio website 1977/48508 born 06 February 1890

0- Harry Vernon WYATT born 20 July 1884 Christchurch New Zealand died 1959 New Zealand married 10 February 1910 New Brighton New Zealand Amy Louisa Frampton MEECH born 1883 New Zealand died 1945 New Zealand

(Issue stillborn 1913 & Olive Kathleen born 08 July 1916 New Brighton New Zealand)

#Corporal Harry Vernon Wyatt 87723 NZMC of 54th NCO from 22 November to 05 December

#Harry Vernon Wyatt born 20 July 1884 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1884 folio website 1884/20519 parents Isabella and Albert Henry Vernon Wyatt

#Amy Louisa Frampton Meech born 1883 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1883 folio website 1883/12624 parents Elizabeth Ann and John Meech

#Harry Vernon Wyatt married 1910 New Zealand Amy Louisa Frampton Meech reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1910 folio website 1910/1488

#Amy Louisa Frampton Wyatt died 1945 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1945 folio website 1945/24478 age 62 born about 1883

#Harry Vernon Wyatt died 1959 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1959 folio website 1959/28699 age 74 born about 1885

---

**Local Volunteers**

Temporary Emergency Hospital Upper Hutt

0- Edith KNIGHT (BALLANTINE) born 1873 New Zealand died 28 September 1968 Hawera New Zealand married 1896 New Zealand Thomas Arthur BALLANTINE born 1865 New Zealand died 05 October 1929 Hawera New Zealand

#Mrs Ballantine developed flu - Edith Ballantine wife of Thomas Arthur Ballantine postmaster Upper Hutt

#Edith Knight born 1873 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1873 folio website 1873/39725 parents Lucy Jane and Alexander Knight

#Thomas Arthur Ballantyne [sic] born 1865 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1865 folio website 1865/8197 parents Jane and Peter Ballantyne

#Edith Knight married 1896 New Zealand Thomas Arthur Ballantine reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1896 folio website 1896/4366

---

HVUH MSC 1918 Influenza Epidemic compiled by Lynly Lessels Yates updated 23 June 2018
#Issue William Arthur born 1897, Ivan born 1899 & Muriel born 1901 all in New Zealand to parents Edith and Thomas Arthur Ballantine
#Edith Ballantine domestic duties & Thomas Arthur Ballantine telegraphist Ohiro Road residential 1896 Wellington electoral Roll
#Edith Ballantine married & Thomas Arthur Ballantine Post Master residence Post Office Upper Hutt 1914 & 1919 Hutt Electoral Roll
#Thomas Arthur Ballantine died 1929 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1929 folio website 1929/10648 age 64 born about 1865
#Edith Ballantine died 1968 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1968 folio website 1968/39910 age 94 born about 1874
#Hawera cemetery Presbyterian block Thomas Arthur Ballantine buried 08 October 1929 (retired Postmaster) South Road Hawera died 05 October 1929 aged 64 years plot purchased by Mrs Edith Ballantine & Edith Ballantine buried 30 September 1968 (widow 3 Pacey Avenue Hawera died 28 September 1968 aged 94 years) = Headstone In loving memory of Thomas Arthur beloved husband of Edith Ballantine died 05th October 1929 aged 64 years Also his beloved wife Edith died 28 September 1868 aged 94 years

0- Miss BOYD (details unknown)
#Kate Ruth Boyd spinster (actually a Teacher) & Mary Elizabeth Boyd spinster Martin Street Upper Hutt 1919 Hutt Electoral Roll (only spinsters in Upper Hutt district)
#Kate Ruth Boyd born 1894 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1894 folio website 1894/2885 parents Jessie Isabella and William Boyd
#Mary Boyd born 1882 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1882 folio website 1882/2753 parents Jessie Isabella and William Boyd
#Jessie Isabella & William’s children = John born 1881, Mary born 1882, Donald Ross born 1883, Hugh born 1885, Agnes May born 1889, David McLeod born 1891, Kate Ruth born 1894, Alexander Colin born 1896 all in New Zealand

0- Delia UNKNOWN (BOYLE) born 1868 died 1926 Upper Hutt New Zealand married unknown
James BOYLE born unknown died unknown
#Mrs Jas Boyle senior - the twin Flanagan babies are in care of volunteer
#Delia Boyle married Upper Hutt & James Boyle engine driver Upper Hutt 1905-1906 & 1911 & 1914 & 1919 Hutt Electoral Roll
#Delia and James children James born 1882, Francis Hugh born 1884, Claude born 1897, Rose born 1899 and William born 1901 all in New Zealand to parents Delia and James Boyle
#Delia Boyle died 1926 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1926 folio website 1926/8192 age 58 born about 1868 (buried at St Joseph’s churchyard Upper Hutt)

0- Emily May CLIFFORD born 20 February 1892 New Zealand died 1984 New Zealand married
1935 New Zealand Edward William George DEAR born 21 February 1906 New Zealand
#Miss Clifford volunteer
#Emily May Clifford born 1892 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1892 folio website 1892/2127 parents Sarah Emily and Frederick Augustus Clifford
#Edward William George Dear born 1906 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1906 folio website 1906/10197 parents Rose Mary and Albert Edward Dear
#Emily May Clifford married 1935 New Zealand Edward William George Dear reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1935 folio website 1935/1398
#Emily May Dear died 1984 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1984 folio website 1984/41285 born 20 February 1892
#Emily May Clifford spinster Main Road Upper Hutt & Hilda Irene Clifford spinster Akatarawa Road Upper Hutt & May Clifford spinster Wallaceville Upper Hutt 1919 Hutt Electoral Roll
#Hilda Irene Clifford born 1889 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1889 folio website 1889/9921 parents Mary Ann and William Walker Clifford
# May Clifford born 1875 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1875 folio website 1875/11661 parents Harriet Ann and Alfred Clifford

0- Letitia Mary COTTLE born 19 October 1898 New Zealand died 1986 New Zealand married 1919 New Zealand William HUSE born unknown died unknown
# Miss Cottle volunteered to take Mrs Wildbermoth's duty 10 am to 6 or 8 pm
# Letitia Mary Cottle born 1898 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1898 folio website 1898/11117 parents Hannah May and Edward William Cottle
# Mary Letitia Cottle married 1919 New Zealand William Huse reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1919 folio 4683 website 1919/5449
# Mary Letitia Huse died 1986 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1986 folio website 1986/29861 born 19 October 1898
# Edward William Cottle farmer Trentham & James Charles Edward Cottle farmer Trentham 1919 Hutt Electoral Roll
# Edward William and Hannah Mary/May Cottle’s children = James Charles Edward born 1893 & Letitia Mary born 1898 & George Henry born 1904 all in New Zealand

0- Emily Alice JUDD (DAVIES) born 1874 New Zealand died 28 March 1910 Upper Hutt New Zealand married 1896 New Zealand Phillip David DAVIS born 1872 New Zealand died 16 July 1952 Upper Hutt New Zealand
# Mrs Phil Davies [sic] twin Flanagan babies in the care of the volunteer
# Emily Judd born 1874 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1874 folio website 1874/18037 parents Catherine and John Judd
# Phillip David Davis born 1872 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1872 folio website 1872/20489 parents Mary and Phillip David Davis
# Emily Alice Judd married 1896 New Zealand Phillip Davis Davis reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1896 folio website 1896/938
# Children Elivina Alice born 1898, Phillip Lewis born 1904, Ezra Hort born 1906 all in New Zealand to parents Emily Alice and Phillip David Davis
# Phillip David Davis insurance agent Upper Hutt 1914 Hutt Electoral Roll
# Alice Lavinia May Davis married McLean Street Upper Hutt 1919 Hutt Electoral Roll
# Phillip David Davis died 1952 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1952 folio website 1952/32403 age 80 born about 1872
# Emily Alice Davis died 1961 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1961 folio website 1961/28507 age 87 born about 1874
# St John’s churchyard Trentham Upper Hutt headstone In loving memory of Phillip David Davis died 16 July 1952 age 80 – Emily Alice Davis died 10 April 1961 age 87 – Phillip Lewis Davis died 28 March 1910 aged 5½ years

0- Mrs Julia Caroline BURTON (KEMP) born about 1882 died 1954 New Zealand married Frederick William KEMP born about 1880 died 1962 Paraparaumu New Zealand
# Mrs Kemp volunteer who left the district
# Julia Caroline Kemp married Upper Hutt & Frederick William Kemp Doctor of Medicine Upper Hutt 1911 & 1914 & 1919 Hutt Electoral Roll
# Julia Caroline Kemp married & Frederick William Kemp doctor of medicine Royal Street Upper Hutt 1928 & 1935 & 1938 Wairarapa Electoral Roll
# Julia Caroline Burton married 1909 New Zealand Frederick William Kemp reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1909 folio website 1909/3491
# Julia Caroline Kemp died 1954 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1954 folio website 1954/22576 age 72 born about 1882
# Paraparaumu cemetery burial records Frederick William Kemp Paraparaumu Anglican buried 21 March 1962 Row Q plot 56 (age 82 born about 1880)

0- Mabel Henrietta SICELY (KEMP) born 1877 New Zealand died 21 September 1941 New Zealand married 1911 James KEMP born unknown died unknown
# Mabel Henrietta Kemp married & James Kemp stationmaster Upper Hutt Station Street Upper Hutt 1911 & 1914 Hutt Electoral Roll
# Mabel Henrietta Kemp married & James Kemp dairy farmer Korito 1919 Taranaki Electoral Roll & Mabel Henrietta Kemp married & James Kemp farmer Kent Road 1935 Stratford Electoral Roll

# Mabel Henrietta Sicely born 1877 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1877 folio website 1877/1336 parents Amelia Matilda and John Freeman Sicely

# Mabel Henrietta Sicely married 1911 James Kemp reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1911 folio website 1911/2725

# Children John Baynton Kemp born 1917 in New Zealand to parents Mabel Henrietta and James Kemp

# Mabel Henrietta Kemp died 1941 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1941 folio website 1941/24994 age 64 born about 1877

# St Stephens Anglican cemetery Marton block J plot 49 Mabel Henrietta Kemp headstone In loving memory of our dear mother Mabel Henrietta Kemp fell asleep 21st September 1941 aged 65 years

----

0- Jane Ruby (Jean) Lindsay born 26 February 1896 New Zealand died 13 September 1975 New Zealand married 1919 New Zealand John Stuart born 01 August 1882 Scotland died 10 January 1947 New Zealand

# The Flu (report) - Jean Lindsay from Maymorn - Miss Lindsay was home to Maymorn - Volunteer

# Jane Robie / Ruby Lindsay born 1896 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1896 folio website 1896/3264 parents Amelia and Alexander Lindsay

# Jane’s siblings Alexander George born 1893, Henry John born 1895 & William Alfred born 1897 all in New Zealand to parents Amelia and Alexander Lindsay

# Alexander Lindsay farmer & Amelia Lindsay married & Jane Ruby spinster all residing Mangaroa 1919 Hutt Electoral Roll

# Jane Ruby Lindsay married 1919 New Zealand John Stuart reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1919 folio 7923

# Jane Ruby Stuart died 1975 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1975 folio website 1975/41461

# John Stuart born Scotland 01 August 1882 died 10 January 1947 loved husband of Jean Ruby also Jane Ruby Stuart born 26 February 1896 died 13 September 1975 beloved parents of six daughters buried Taita cemetery Lower Hutt

----

0- Flora Mary McCurdy born 26 January 1886 New Zealand died 1987 New Zealand (never married)

# Volunteer Miss McCurdy permitted to get up after dose of flu – daughter of Angus John McCurdy & Miss McCurdy resumed her duties until Monday 16 December days after the temporary hospital was closed on 14 December

# Fena [sic] Mary McCurdy born 1886 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1886 folio website 1886/2272 parents Mary Ann and Angus John McCurdy

# Flora MCCURDY birth date 26 January 1886 parent Angus McCurdy address Upper Hutt School Upper Hutt admission date 27 February 1893 last day 22 March 1893 destination Upper Hutt number register 282

# Flora MCCURDY birth date 26 January 1886 parent Angus McCurdy address Upper Hutt School Upper Hutt admission date 09 October 1893 last day 21 August 1900 comments Home Duties register number 311 formerly 282

# Flora Mary MCCURDY died 1987 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1987 folio website 1987/48883 born 26 January 1886

# Not Jessie Margaret McCurdy born 1890 or Elsie Rose McCurdy born 1893 as they both married in 1917 other daughters of Mary Anne and Agnus John McCurdy

----

0- Miss Eileen May McInnes born 1894 New Zealand died 1970 New Zealand married 1925 New Zealand Archibald James Edwards born 02 September 1895 New Zealand died 1986 New Zealand
#Miss Eileen May McInnes – daughter of Mrs Huggin’s Lydia Esther - Miss Eileen May McInnes returned to hospital after recovering from the flue – sent home on 21 November daughter of Lydia Esther Huggins
#Eileen McInnes spinster Main Road Upper Hutt 1919 Hutt Electoral Roll
#Eileen May McInnes born 1894 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1894 folio website 1894/13385 parents Lydia Esther and Donald McInness
#Archibald James Edwards born 1895 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1895 folio website 1895/9209 parents Mary and Alfred William Edwards
#Eileen Mary McInnes married 1925 New Zealand Archibald James Edwards reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1925 folio website 1925/6158

0- Ruby Minnie O’ MALLEY born 1897 New Zealand died 1943 New Zealand married 1922 New Zealand Arthur Norman WATSON born 1895 New Zealand died 1952 New Zealand
#Miss O’Malley volunteer
#Ruby O’Malley Maymorn Mangaroa & Agnes Mabel O’Malley married May Morn Mangaroa & James O’Malley soldier May Morn Mangaroa 1919 Hutt Electoral Roll
#Ruby Minnie O’Malley born 1897 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1897 folio website 1897/19092 parents Agnes Mabel and James O’Malley
#Arthur Norman Watson born 1895 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1895 folio website 1895/15496 parents Laura and Walter Watson
#Ruby Minnie O’Malley married 1922 New Zealand Arthur Norman Watson reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1922 folio website 1922/4273
#Ruby Minnie Watson died 1943 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1943 folio website 1943/19325 age 47 born about 1896
#Arthur Norman Watson died 1952 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1952 folio website 1952/18325 age 56 born about 1896

0- Emma Satchell PELLING born 19 May 1899 New Zealand died 1977 New Zealand married 1921 New Zealand David Henry James COOK born 07 January 1901 died 1989 New Zealand
#Miss Pelling volunteer
#Lydia Sarah Ruth Pelling married Upper Hutt 1919 Hutt Electoral Roll
#Children Ruth Angus High born 1894, Evard Edward Henry born 1895, Emma Satchell born 1899 all in New Zealand to parents Lydia Sarah Ruth and Edward Pelling
#NOT Ruth Angus High Pelling as she was married in 1914 to James Edward Davine
#Emma Satchell born 1899 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1899 folio website 1899/5718 parents Lydia Sarah Ruth and Edward Pelling
#Emma Satchell Pelling married 1921 New Zealand David Henry James Cook reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1921 folio website 1921/5446
#Emma Satchell Cook died 1977 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1977 folio website 1977/39660 born 19 May 1899

0- Miss SALISBURY (options below)
#Miss Salisbury Volunteer
#Children Arthur Ernest born 1891, Marion Lillias born 1892, Ella Clara born 1894, Charles Henry born 1895, Kathleen Mary born 1897, Edward Howard born 1898, John Cecil born 1900, Lilias Alice born 1901, Constance Kate born 1903, Ernest James born 1904, Henry Lister born 1906, all born in New Zealand to parents Kate Amelia and Ernest James Salisbury

#Marion Lillias Salisbury spinster & Ella Clara Salisbury spinster & Arthur Ernest Salisbury poultry farmer & Kate Amelia married all Main Road Upper Hutt 1919 Otaki Electoral Roll

0- Marion/Marian Lillias SALISBURY born 17 September 1892 New Zealand died 1955 England (never married)

- Marion Lillias SALISBURY born 1892 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1892 folio website 1892/12590 parents Kate Amelia and Ernest James Salisbury
- Marian Lillias SALISBURY birth date 17 September 1892 parent Ernest J Salisbury address Pokororo admission date 10 May 1898 last day 20 February 1899 destination Collingwood register number 63 reference Pokororo School admission registers transcriptions
- Marian Lillias SALISBURY birth date 17 September 1894 [sic] guardian C A Salisbury address Pokororo admission date 05 February 1900 last day 02 March 1900 destination Collingwood register number 75 former 63 reference Pokororo School admission registers transcriptions
- Marian Lillias SALISBURY birth date 17 September 1892 guardian C A Salisbury address Pokororo admission date 27 May 1901 last school Silverstream last day 16 December 1901 register number 84 former 75 reference Pokororo School admission registers transcriptions
- Marian Lillias SALISBURY spinster Main Road Upper Hutt 1919 Otaki Electoral Roll
- Marian Lillias SALISBURY spinster Malfroy Road Rotorua 1919 Rotorua Electoral Roll (also Alan George Salisbury dentist Malfroy Rotorua)

OR

0- Ella Clara SALISBURY born 23 January 1894 New Zealand died 1948 Auckland New Zealand married 08 December 1926 Shanghai William Archibald ANDERSON born 19 July 1891 Stirling Scotland died 1972 New Zealand

- Ella Clara SALISBURY born 1894 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1894 folio website 1894/18089 parents Kate Amelia and Ernest James Salisbury
- Ella Clara SALISBURY birth date 23 January 1894 guardian C A Salisbury address Pokororo admission date 31 July 1899 last day 22 September 1899 destination home register number 72 reference Pokororo school admission registers transcriptions
- Ella Clara SALISBURY spinster Main Road Upper Hutt 1919 Otaki Electoral Roll
- Marriages – Anderson – Salisbury At Shanghai on 08 December 1926 William Archibald eldest son of Mrs and the late Mr Arch H Anderson, Stirling Scotland to Ella Clara second daughter of Mr and Mrs Ernest J Salisbury Upper Hutt Wellington (by cable) reference Papers past website Otago Daily Times newspaper 21 December 1926 page 8 & Evening Post newspaper 09 January 1927 page 1
- Ella Clara ANDERSON died 1948 Auckland New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1948 folio website 1948/17093 age 54 born about 1894

OR

0- Kathleen Mary SALISBURY born 28 November 1896 New Zealand died November 1985 Wellington New Zealand married 1940 New Zealand Samuel PORTER born 05 February 1895 died 1981 Wellington New Zealand

- Kathleen Mary SALISBURY born New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1897 folio website 1897/2096 parents Kate Amelia and Ernest James Salisbury
- Kathleen Mary SALISBURY birth date 28 November 1896 guardian C A Salisbury address Pokororo admission date 04 September 1904 last school Bainham last day 09 October 1914 destination Bainham register number 91 reference Pokororo School admission registers transcriptions
- Kathleen Mary SALISBURY Nurse reference New Zealand Government Gazette 1933 page 991
#Kathleen Mary SALISBURY married 1940 New Zealand Samuel PORTER reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1940 folio 065544
#Kathleen Mary PORTER married & Samuel PORTER chauffeur 212 Clyde Street (WS) 1946 Island Bay Electoral Roll Wellington
#Samuel PORTER died 1981 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1981 folio website 1981/34278 born 05 February 1895
#Samuel PORTER retired Chauffeur age 86 years buried 26 March 1981 Karori cemetery Wellington plot 68 F Section Public 3 record number 49349 funeral director Wilson
#Kathleen Mary PORTER died 1985 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1985 folio website 1985/45545 born 28 November 1896
#Kathleen Mary PORTER widow age 88 years buried 18 November 1985 Karori cemetery Wellington plot 68 F Section Public 3 record number 49350 funeral director Wilson

0- Mary ANDERSON (SHAW) born 01 June 1870 Irrewilliep Colac Victoria Australia died 1941 Austin Hospital Heidelberg Victoria Australia married 28 September 1892 Colac Victoria Australia Herbert / Herbert Walter SHAW born 1869 Wygunia Riverina district Victoria Australia died 05 December 1918 Temporary Hospital Wellington New Zealand
#Mrs Shaw volunteer
#Mary Shaw married & Herbert Shaw builder Main Road Upper Hutt 1911 & 1914 Hutt Electoral Roll
#Upper Hutt School records = Mabel Shaw birth date 04 October 1900 parents Herbert address Upper Hutt admission date 15 February 1909 last school Island Bay Convent, last day 04 February 1914 destination Upper Hutt register number 1202 & Mabel Shaw birth date 04 October 1900 parents Herbert Shaw address Upper Hutt admission date 08 February 1918 last school Re-admitted last day 21 May 1915 destination New Plymouth register number 1891 former 1202
#Phyllis Joyce Shaw born (21 October 1914) Wellington New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1918 folio website 1918/8389 parents Mary and Herbert Shaw
#Herbert Shaw died 1919 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1919 folio website 1919/1505 age 48 born about 1871
#Deaths - Shaw – On 05 December 1918 at St Patricks College Temporary Hospital (influenza pneumonia) Herbert Shaw (builder) 74 Myrtle Crescent and late of Trentham and New Plymouth aged 49 years reference Papers past website Dominion newspaper 06 December 1918

0- Mrs Edith RUSSELL (SWANSON) born 1870 New Zealand died 1939 New Zealand married 1888 New Zealand James SWANSON born 1870 New Zealand died 1958 New Zealand
#Mrs Swanson volunteer
#Edith Swanson married & James Swanson farmer Whitemans Valley 1919 Hutt Electoral Roll
#Edith Russell born 1870 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1870 folio website 1870/20609 parents Eliza and Edward Russell
#James Swanson born 1872 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1872 folio website 1872/33250 parents Margaret and Walter
#James Swanson born 1872 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1872 folio website 1872/ parents Margaret and Walter Swanson
#Edith Russell married 1888 New Zealand James Swanson reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1888 folio website 1888/1245
#Edith Swanson died 1939 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1939 folio website 1939/14455 age 69 born about 1870
#James Swanson died 1958 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1958 folio website 1958/37984 age 85 born about 1873

OR

0- Mrs Edith Constance Kaipoi SCOTT (SWANSON) born 1877 New Zealand died 1945 New Zealand married 1904 New Zealand Charles Edward SWANSON born 1876 New Zealand died 1957 New Zealand
#Mrs Swanson volunteer
#Edith Constance Swanson (nee Scott 1878-1945) married & Charles Edward Swanson (1876-1957) farmer Whitemans Valley 1919 Hutt Electoral Roll
#Edith Constance Kaiapoi Scott born 1877 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1877 folio website 1877/8095 parents Elizabeth Ann and William Henry Scott
#Charles Edward Swanson born 1876 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1876 folio website 1876/694 parents Ellen and Charles Swanson
#Edith Constance Kaiapoi Scott married 1904 New Zealand Charles Edward Swanson reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1904 folio website 1904/6096
#Edith Constance Swanson died 1945 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1945 folio website 1945/22737 age 67 born about 1878
#Charles Edward Swanson died 1957 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1957 folio website 1957/26112 age 81 born about 1876

0- Vera Maude CHILDS (WILDERMOTH) born 1898 New Zealand married 1918 New Zealand
Bernard Brumwell Boros WILDERMOTH born 05 July 1896 Palmerston North New Zealand
#Mrs Wildermoth returned from Stratford was again available – Mrs Wildermoth got the flu 2 weeks after 27 November - Mrs Wildermoth laid up with flue (Friday)
#Vera Maude Childs born 1898 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1898 December quarter folio 3769 website 1898/10671 parents Matilda Maud and Henry Childs
#Bernard Brumwell Boros Wildermoth born 05 July 1896 Palmerston North New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1896 folio website 1896/11357 parents Mary Charlotte and William Wildermoth
#Vera Maude Childs married 1918 New Zealand Bernard Bummmell Gordon Wildermoth reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1918 folio website 1918/4782
#Private Bernard Brumwell Gordon Wildermoth 77288 NZTU stationed at Trentham
#Bernard Brammell Wildermoth printer Martin Street Upper Hutt 1919 Hutt Electoral Roll
#Vera Maude Childs spinster Public Hospital Stratford 1928 Stratford Electoral Roll Taranaki
#Vera Maud Wildermoth married Powderham New Plymouth & Mary Charlotte Wildermoth married Robe Street New Plymouth 1928 New Plymouth Electoral Roll Taranaki
#1931 Police Gazette Bernard Brummell Wildermoth @ Wilson, Roy @ Wildermoth, Roy warrant for (63), arrested (244 & 458) convicted (557)

Volunteers - Committee - Meals - Laundry - etc.
Temporary Emergency Hospital Upper Hutt

0- Thomas Arthur BALLANTINE born 1865 New Zealand died 05 October 1929 Hawera New Zealand married 1896 New Zealand Edith KNIGHT (BALLANTINE) born 1873 New Zealand
died 28 September 1968 Hawera New Zealand
#Thomas Arthur Ballantine (Upper Hutt postmaster) of the Upper Hutt Epidemic Committee
#Thomas Arthur Ballantine [sic] born 1865 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1865 folio website 1865/8197 parents Jane and Peter Ballantine
#Edith Knight born 1873 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1873 folio website 1873/39725 parents Lucy Jane and Alexander Knight
#Thomas Arthur Ballantine married 1896 New Zealand Edith Knight reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1896 folio website 1896/4366
#Issue William Arthur born 1897, Ivan born 1899 & Muriel born 1901 all in New Zealand to parents Edith and Thomas Arthur Ballantine
#Mrs Ballantine developed flu - Edith Ballantine wife of Thomas Arthur Ballantine postmaster Upper Hutt
#Edith Ballantine domestic duties & Thomas Arthur Ballantine telegraphist Ohiro Road residential 1896 Wellington electoral Roll
#Edith Ballantine married & Thomas Arthur Ballantine Post Master residence Post Office Upper Hutt 1914 & 1919 Hutt Electoral Roll
#Thomas Arthur Ballantine died 1929 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1929 folio website 1929/10648 age 64 born about 1865
#Edith Ballantine died 1968 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1968 folio website 1968/39910 age 94 born about 1874
#Hawera cemetery Presbyterian block Thomas Arthur Ballantine buried 08 October 1929 (retired Postmaster) South Road Hawera died 05 October 1929 aged 64 years plot purchased by Mrs Edith Ballantine & Edith Ballantine buried 30 September 1968 (widow 3 Pacey Avenue Hawera died 28 September 1968 aged 94 years) = Headstone In loving memory of Thoms Arthur beloved husband of Edith Ballantine died 05th October 1929 aged 64 years Also his beloved wife Edith died 28 September 1868 aged 94 years

0- Edwin James BEAVIS born about 1850 place unknown died 1920 New Zealand married 1906 New Zealand Jane WELSH born about 1887 place unknown died 1942 New Zealand #Mrs Willie Keys supplied the hospital with beef-tea, barley-broth and prepared the invalid's midday meal, and for the same period Mrs Read of Station street prepared the one pm dinner for the staff materials supplied in the same way as to Mrs Huggins, except that all the milk was supplied to them free by E J Beavis
#Jane Beavis married & Edwin James Beavis settler Ebdentown Upper Hutt 1914 Hutt Electoral Roll

0- Hector John BENGE born 05 October 1901 New Zealand died 03 March 1970 New Zealand (never married)
#Hec Benge and Bernie Judd "blew in" and were given a Flanagan twin each to keep, them out of mischief - Bernie returning with a gallon or more in a big enamelled billie while Hec bought a couple of quarts in bottles (milk). So much for the first-day's provisioning #Hector John Benge born 1901 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1901 folio website 1901/17463 parents Elizabeth and George Isaac Benge #Upper Hutt School Hector Benge birth date 05 October 1901 parents George Benge address Upper Hutt admission date 12 November 1906 last day 16 December 1914 destination Wellington College register number 1017 #Hector John Benge died 1970 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1970 folio website 1970/29155 age 68 born about 1902 #Hector John Benge buried 03 March 1970 St Johns Anglican churchyard Trentham Upper Hutt

0- Nellie AGATE (BENGE) born 1897 New Zealand died 1971 New Zealand married 1915 New Zealand George William BENGE born about 1890 died 1957 New Zealand #For the first few days the dinners were prepared by Mesdames W and A Keys, Morrison and Read, and invalid extra fare by Mesdame G Benge, "Son" Mabey, Harrison and J. Whiteman but the transport officer, Tom Devine, was not equal to the running about and suggested he have a car to do the running about in. #George William Benge farm employee c/- Bloomfield Te Marua Upper Hutt 1914 & 1919 Hutt Electoral Roll #Nellie Agate born 1897 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1897 folio website 1897/1715 parents Maria and Harry William Agate #George William Benge married 1915 New Zealand Nellie Agate reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1915 folio 04559 website 1915/14525 #child George Arthur Gallipoli born 1916 born New Zealand to parents Nellie and George William Benge
0- George William Benge died 1957 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1957 folio website 1957/23977 age 67 born about 1890
#Nellie Benge died 1971 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1971 folio website 1971/35675 age 75 born about 1896

0- John Thomas Benge died 1957 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1957 folio website 1957/23977 age 67 born about 1890
#John Thomas Benge of the Upper Hutt Epidemic Committee (saw-miller, farmer & storekeeper)
#John Thomas Benge saw-miller Wilson Street Upper Hutt 1919 Hutt Electoral Roll
#Emily Alice Collett born 1872 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1872 folio website 1872/20360 parents Mary Ann and Thomas George Collett
#Emily Alice Collett married July 1890 New Zealand reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1890 folio website 1890/2362
#children Elizabeth Alice born 1890, Eva Maud born 1892, Sydney John born 1893, Albert George born 1898, Harold Percy born 1904 all in New Zealand to parents Emily Alice and John Thomas Benge
#John Thomas Benge died 06 June buried 07 June 1947 Akatarawa cemetery Upper Hutt
#Emily Alice Benge died 15 March buried 18 March 1966 Akatarawa cemetery Upper Hutt

0- George Archibald Campbell died 1959 Upper Hutt reference RGO NZ death registration 1959 folio website 1959/22952 age 81 born about 1878
#Mary Rose Connell died 1947 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1947 folio website 1947/16541 age 83 born about 1864

0- Frederick William Connell died 17 April 1941 Devonport Auckland New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1941 folio website 1941/20125 age 82 born about 1859
#Mary Rose Connell died 14 July 1962 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1962 folio website 1962/23123 age 82 born about 1880
0- James Michael CUMMINGS born 1886 Timaru New Zealand died 10 November 1926 Christchurch New Zealand married 1912 New Zealand Mary RYAN born unknown died unknown
#Constable James Michael Cummings of the Upper Hutt Epidemic Committee (Upper Hutt police constable)
#James Michael Cummings police constable & Mary married Station Road Upper Hutt 1919 Hutt Electoral Roll
#James Michael Cummings born 1886 Timaru New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1886 folio website 1886/7903 parents Mary and Patrick Cummings
#James Michael Cummings married 1912 New Zealand Mary Ryan reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1912 folio website 1912/6945
#children Mary Ellen born 1914, Thelma May born 1916, James Edward born 1917 all in New Zealand to parents Mary and James Michael
#James Michael Cummings died 1926 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1926 folio website 1926/8889 age 40 born about 1886
#Mary Cummings widow & Mary Ellen Cummings spinster & Thelma May spinster 255 Cuba Street 1938 Wellington North Electoral Roll
#James Michael Cummings died 10 November 1926 age 40 RIP buried Bromley cemetery Christchurch North Canterbury

0- Winifred WILKINSON (CUNEEN) born about 1870 place unknown died 1941 New Zealand married Michael CUNENE born about 1864 place unknown died 1958 New Zealand
#Only on one occasion, when there was a double dose of fouled bedding, did she (Mrs Devin) ask for help, and Mrs W Cuneen volunteered and helped her.
#Winnifred Cuneen married & William Michael Cuneen labourer Ebdentown Upper Hutt & John Cuneen labourer Trentham & Agnes Cuneen married Trentham 1914 Hutt Electoral Roll
#Winnifred Cuneen married & Gladys Myrtle Cuneen married Ebdentown Upper Hutt 1919 Otaki Electoral Roll
#Michael Cuneen labourer Karapoti Upper Hutt 1928 Otaki Electoral Roll
#Winnifred Wilkinson married 1896 New Zealand Michael Cuneen / Cunene reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1896 folio 2720 website 1896/1919
#children John Edward born 1897 & William Michael born 1899 both in New Zealand to parents Winnifred and Michael Cuneen
#Winfred Cuneen died 1941 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1941 folio website 1941/20312 age 71 born about 1870
#Michael Cuneen died 1958 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1958 folio website 1958/37661 age 94 born about 1864

0- Emily Alice JUDD (DAVIES) born 1874 New Zealand died 28 March 1910 Upper Hutt New Zealand married 1896 New Zealand Phillip David DAVIS born 1872 New Zealand died 16 July 1952 Upper Hutt New Zealand
#Mrs Phil Davis by the assistant constable with, a request, she should cook them for the evening meal - The evening meal for the staff often as many as nine was prepared by Mrs Huggins from 19 November to 13 December, twenty-five successive nights, and Miss Morpeth drove down to the school with it every night so everything got there "pie on".
#Mrs Phil Davies [sic] twin Flanagan babies in the care of the volunteer
#Emily Judd born 1874 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1874 folio website 1874/18037 parents Catherine and John Judd
#Philip David Davis born 1872 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1872 folio website 1872/20489 parents Mary and Phillip David Davis
#Emily Alice Judd married 1896 New Zealand Phillip David Davis reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1896 folio website 1896/938
#Children Elivina Alice born 1898, Phillip Lewis born 1904, Ezra Hort born 1906 all in New Zealand to parents Emily Alice and Phillip David Davis

#Philip David Davis insurance agent Upper Hutt 1914 Hutt Electoral Roll

#Alice Lavinia May Davis married McLean Street Upper Hutt 1919 Hutt Electoral Roll

#Phillip David Davis died 1952 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1952 folio website 1952/32403 age 80 born about 1872

#Emily Alice Davis died 1961 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1961 folio website 1961/28507 age 87 born about 1874

#St John’s churchyard Trentham Upper Hutt headstone In loving memory of Phillip David Davis died 16 July 1952 age 80 – Emily Alice Davis died 10 April 1961 age 87 – Philip Lewis Davis died 28 March 1910 aged 5½ years

0- **Thomas John DEVINE** born about 1851 died 30 October 1933 New Zealand married 1873 New Zealand **Anne Eliza WOOD** born about 1856 died 30 July 1933 New Zealand

#Thomas John Devine (farmer) of the Upper Hutt Epidemic Committee

#For the first few days the dinners were prepared by Mesdames W and A Keys, Morrison and Read, and invalid extra fare by Mesdames G Benge, "Son" Mabey, Harrison and J. Whiteman but the transport officer, Tom Devine, was not equal to the running about and suggested he have a car to do the running about in - When Tom Devine sought the use of a car to take the meals to the hospital, the secretary was relieved of anxiety on that score by Gilbert Kirker and Geoffrey Pearse turning up at the courthouse with their bikes and volunteering to run all messages. These boys were invaluable as messengers, transporters of materials and crockery to the cook helpers, carrying meals physic, etc., to the hospital and. taking the washing to and fro at all hours. Always willing, cheerful, and keen to help giving up their holiday to assist in fighting the flu', those boys put up an excellent record.

#Tom Devine quietly remarked to McCurdy "My old woman says she'll do the washing for the hospital, If you're stuck" and her offer was gratefully accepted. Old Woman indeed - she'd lose any three of the younger ones as a toiler. With six of her household just getting over the flu, eight or nine persons in the house to cook for, and charging nothing for the soap, soda, &c, or her services, this dame of 69.years of age had her fires going at daylight and had her hospital washing finished before breakfast-time, and if weather permitted everything dried and folded before 9 am. Only on one occasion, when there was a double dose of fouled bedding, did she ask for help, and Mrs W Cuneen volunteered and helped her. To Mrs T Devine the people owe their best thanks.

#Thomas John Devin married 1873 New Zealand Anne Eliza Wood reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1873 folio website 1873/10246

#children John William born 1873, Kate Isabel born 1875, Thomas born 1876, Lizzie Maria born 1878, Mary Ethel born 1881, James Edward born 1883, George Leonard born 1885, Jessie Hilda born 1889 all in New Zealand to parents Ann Eliza and Thomas John Devine

#Anne Eliza Devine died 1933 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1933 folio website 1933/17032 age 77 born about 1858

#Thomas John Devine died 1933 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1933 folio website 1933/20257 age 82 born about 1851

#Wallaceville cemetery Upper Hutt headstone In loving memory of Ann Eliza Devine who died 30 July 1933 age 77 also Thomas John Devine who died 30 October 1933 age 82

0- **William Henry EDWARDS** born 1878 New Zealand died 29 October 1936 Upper Hutt New Zealand married 1899 New Zealand **Hilda PUDNEY** born 1883 New Zealand died unknown

#William Henry Edwards of the Upper Hutt Epidemic Committee (carter livery stables proprietor)

#William Henry Edwards carter Kaitoke residential 1900 Otaki Electoral Roll

#William Henry Edwards carter Kaitoke & Hilda Edwards married Kaitoke 1905-1906 Hutt Electoral Roll

#William Henry Edwards carter Upper Hutt 1911 & 1914 & 1919 Hutt Electoral Roll

#William Henry Edward born 1878 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1878 folio website 1878/16655 parents Philadelphia and Thomas Edwards
# Hilda Pudney born 1883 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1883 folio website 1883/11058 parents Mary and George Pudney
# William Henry Edwards married 1899 New Zealand Hilda Pudney reference RGO NZ birth registration 1899 folio 1869 website 1899/1925
# William Henry Edwards died 29 October 1936 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1936 folio website 1936/24325 age 58 born about 1878
# William Henry Edwards died 29 October 1936 buried 31 October 1936 Taita cemetery Lower Hutt New Zealand
# William Henry Edwards occupation Carrier place Upper Hutt Probate file Wellington Court Will filed date 17 November 1936 reference Archives NZ Wellington AAOM 6029 59644

0- Harold Rodier GIBBS born 1878 Cheltham Gloucestershire England died 21 July 1924 married 1903 Kings Norton Worcestershire England Mabel Kate LOVE born about 1881 died 12 July 1963
# Mention of the chemist's shop reminds us that if Harold Rodier Gibbs had thought more of making money than he did of the welfare of the people of Upper Hutt he would have opened one of the chemist shops in Wellington which had been closed owing to illness of the owners, and simply coined money - opening his Upper Hutt shop from 4 pm. But he placed the matter before the Epidemic Committee to decide whether he would be doing best service to the country by putting in half a day in town and the rest here or by remaining here. The committee thought it unwise to lose his services for any part of the day, and on the suggestion of Secretary McCurdy expressed its appreciation of H R Gibbs' public-spirited conduct. It is also pleasant to record that although no arrangement was entered into re prices of medicine and equipment the charges he made in his bill to the committee were so low that there must be little or no profit for him in the transactions. Well done Harold
# Harold Rodier Gibbs born 1878 June quarter district Cheltenham county Gloucestershire England volume 6a page 450 parents Harriet B & William H Gibbs
# Harold Rodier Gibbs married Mabel Kate Love reference Ancestry website RGO UK marriage registration 1903 December quarter district Kings Norton county Worcestershire England volume 6c page 809
# children Norman Ronald born 1910, Betty Clare born 1916 both in New Zealand to parents Mabel Kate and Harold Rodier Gibbs
# Harold Rodier Gibbs chemist & Mabel Kate Gibbs married King Street Upper Hutt 1911 & 1914 & 1919 Hutt Electoral Roll
# Harold Rodier Gibbs chemist & Mabel Kate Gibbs married Mountain View Upper Hutt 1919 Otaki Electoral Roll
# Harold Rodier Gibbs chemist 1923 Wises New Zealand Post Office Directory
# Harold Rodier Gibbs died 1924 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1924 folio website 1924/3002 age 46 born about 1878
# Harold Rodier Gibbs headstone – In loving memory of Harold Rodier husband of Mabel K Gibbs died 21 July 1924 age 45 buried St Andrews churchyard Howick Auckland New Zealand
# Mabel Kate Gibbs widow 28 Martin Street Upper Hutt 1954 Heretaunga Electoral Roll
# Mabel Kate Gibbs died 1963 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1963 folio website 1963/26859 age 82 born about 1881
# Shannon cemetery buried 15 July 1963 Mabel Kate Gibbs age 82 years Vance Street Shannon died 12 July 1963 Presbyterian grave 17 block 13

0- Ellen SCOTT (GREIG) born about 1863 died 20 April 1947 Upper Hutt New Zealand married 1883 New Zealand William GREIG born 01 February 1863 Scotland died 25 March 1940 Wellington New Zealand
# A Perfection Kerosene Cooking stove had been lent by Mrs W Greig, and he borrowed another from Mrs J Harrison so that in addition keeping pace with the continuous demand for hot, water for poulticing, fomentations, water-bottles sterilising, hot lemon drinks, washing-up,
# Ellen married & William Greg engine driver Upper Hutt 1905-1906 & 1911 & 1914 & 1919 Hutt Electoral Roll
# Ellen married & William Greig engine driver Main Road Upper Hutt 1919 Otaki Electoral Roll
Ellen married & William Greig engine driver Main Road/Street Upper Hutt 1928 & 1935
Wairarapa Electoral Roll

Helen (Ellen) Scott married 1883 New Zealand William Greig reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1883 folio website 1883/3197

children William James born 1884, Frank Cyril born 1885, David born 1886, Ellen born 1888, Robert born 1890, Margaret Julia born 1894, Agnes Isabell born 1896, Jessie Scott born 1903 all in New Zealand to parents Helen/Ellen and William Greig

William GREIG died 1940 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1940 folio website 1940/24786 age 77 born about 1863

Memoriam – Greig – In loving memory of William Greig who passed away on 25 March 1940 In our Garden of memories you walk every day Inserted by his loving wife daughters and sons reference Papers past website Evening Post newspaper 25 March 1943

Ellen GREIG died 1947 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1947 folio website 1947/21387 age 84 born about 1863

Wallaceville cemetery Upper Hutt In loving memory of William GREIG J.P. born Scotland 01 February 1863 died Wellington 25 March 1940 age 77 – The Lord is my Shepherd – Ellen GREIG beloved wife of William GREIG died Upper Hutt 20 April 1947 age 84 A loving mother at rest.

William George GOSS born about 1864 died 1949 New Zealand 1st married 1886 New Zealand Eliza Louisa HULBERT born about 1866 died 1897 New Zealand 2nd married 1898 New Zealand Elizabeth Sarah COLLETT born 1868 New Zealand died 1928 New Zealand

William George Goss (wood & coal merchant later Town Board commissioner) of the Upper Hutt Epidemic Committee

William George Goss married 1886 New Zealand Eliza Louisa Hulbert reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1886 folio website 1886/2851

Eliza Louisa Goss died 1897 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1897 folio website 1897/3107 age 31 born about 1866

children Ethel Florence born 1887, William John born 1890 both in New Zealand to parents Eliza Louisa and William George Goss

Elizabeth Sarah Collett born 1868 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1868 folio website 1868/18278 parents Mary Ann and Thomas George Collett

William George Goss married 1898 New Zealand Elizabeth Sarah Collett reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1898 folio website 1898/1528

children Frederick George born 1899, Ellen Elizabeth born 1906 both in New Zealand to parents Elizabeth Sarah and William George Goss

Elizabeth Sarah Goss died 1928 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1928 folio website 1928/4758 age 59 born about 1869

William George Goss died 1949 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1949 folio website 1949/22600 age 85 born about 1864

William GREIG born 01 February 1863 Scotland died 25 March 1940 Wellington New Zealand married 1883 New Zealand Ellen SCOTT (GREIG) born about 1863 died 20 April 1947 Upper Hutt New Zealand

William Greg (engine driver) of the Upper Hutt Epidemic Committee


William Greg engine driver & Ellen married Main Road Upper Hutt 1919 Otaki Electoral Roll

William Greig engine driver & Ellen married Main Road/Street Upper Hutt 1928 & 1935 Wairarapa Electoral Roll

William Greig married 1883 New Zealand Helen (Ellen) Scott reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1883 folio website 1883/3197

children William James born 1884, Frank Cyril born 1885, David born 1886, Ellen born 1888, Robert born 1890, Margaret Julia born 1894, Agnes Isabell born 1896, Jessie Scott born 1903 all in New Zealand to parents Helen/Ellen and William Greig

William GREIG died 1940 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1940 folio website 1940/24786 age 77 born about 1863
Memoriam – Greig – In loving memory of William Greig who passed away on 25 March 1940
In our Garden of memories you walk every day Inserted by his loving wife daughters and sons
reference Papers past website Evening Post newspaper 25 March 1943
#Ellen GREIG died 1947 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1947 folio
website 1947/21387 age 84 born about 1863
#Wallaceville cemetery Upper Hutt In loving memory of William GREIG J.P. born Scotland 01
February 1863 died Wellington 25 March 1940 age 77 – The Lord is my Shepherd – Ellen
GREIG beloved wife of William GREIG died Upper Hutt 20 April 1947 age 84 A loving mother
at rest.

0- Sydney Benjamin GURDEN born 1886 Hendon Middlesex England died 1957 New Zealand
1st married 1909 Nottinghamshire England Mary Lizzie SMITH born about 1888 died 1927
New Zealand 2nd married 1928 New Zealand Mavis Caroline Annie CAMAGE born
#Constable Sydney Benjamin Gurdon of the Upper Hutt Epidemic Committee (Police
constable)
#Sydney Benjamin Gurden born 1886 Sep quarter district Hendon county Middlesex England
volume 3a page 198
#Sydney Benjamin Gurden married Mary Lizzie Smith 1909 September quarter district
Nottingham county Nottinghamshire England volume 7b page 527
#1911 census 62 City Road Dunkirk Nottinghamshire England Sydney Benjamin Gurden
head age 24 married Police Constable Nottingham City Police born Hendon Middlesex England
& Mary Lizzie Gurden wife age 22 married 1 child born Nottinghamshire England & Samuel
Benjamin Gurden son 10 months born Nottinghamshire England
#child Albert Harry born 24 December 1914 in New Zealand to parents Mary Lizzie and
Sydney Benjamin Gurden reference RGO NZ birth registration 1915 folio website 1915/3831
#Mary Lizzie Gurden died 1927 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1927 folio
website 1927/7713 age 39 born about 1888
#Sydney Benjamin Gurden married 1928 New Zealand Mavis Caroline Annie Camage
reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1928 folio website 1928/10216
#Sydney Benjamin Gurden died 1957 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration
1957 folio website 1957/21297 age 70 born about 1887
#Karoro cemetery Greymouth West Coast NZ Treasured memories of Sydney Benjamin
Gurden died 02 January 1957 aged 72 years dearly loved father and grandfather

0- George Humphrey GUTHRIE born 1878 New Zealand died 31 July 1956 New Zealand
married 1901 New Zealand Ada May MILLS born 1882 New Zealand died 22 November
1965 New Zealand
#George Humphrey Guthrie of the Upper Hutt Epidemic Committee (NZR engine driver &
former Town Board commissioner)
#George Humphrey Guthrie locomotive engine driver Exchange Street Upper Hutt New
Zealand Army WW1 Reserve Rolls 2nd Division
#George Humphrey Guthrie born 1878 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration
1878 folio website 1878/8521 parents Emily and James Guthrie
#Ada May Mills born 1882 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1882 folio
website 1882/3013 parents Jane and George Mills
#George Humphrey Guthrie married 1901 New Zealand Ada May Mills reference RGO NZ
marriage registration 1901 folio website 1901/3124
#child May Olive Gordon Guthrie born 1902 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration
1902 folio website 1902/19263 parents Ada May and George Humphrey Guthrie
#George Humphrey Guthrie driver & Ada May Guthrie married 15 Station Street Upper Hutt
1954 Heretaunga Electoral Roll
#George Humphrey Guthrie died 1956 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration
1956 folio website 1956/24042 age 78 born about 1878
#Ada May Guthrie died 1965 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1965 folio
website 1965/49981 age 84 born about 1881
#Akatarawa cemetery Upper Hutt George Humphrey Guthrie died 31 July 1956 age 78 years
– Ada May Guthrie died 22 November 1965 Ever Remembered At Rest
0- Julia JUDD (HARRISON) 1877 New Zealand died 1968 New Zealand 1st married 1898 New Zealand James Judd born 1870 New Zealand died 1905 New Zealand 2nd married 1907 New Zealand Job HARRISON born 1903 died 1943 New Zealand

# Milk was freely supplied to Mrs Huggins by Mrs Harrison, and meat, vegetables and groceries were supplied on order - For the first few days the dinners were prepared by Mesdames W and A Keys, Morrison and Read, and invalid extra fare by Mesdames G Benge, "Son" Mabey, Harrison and J. Whiteman but the transport officer, Tom Devine, was not equal to the running about and suggested he have a car to do the running about in - A Perfection Kerosene Cooking stove had been lent by Mrs W Greig, and he borrowed another from Mrs J Harrison so that in addition keeping pace with the continuous demand for hot, water for poulticing, fomentations, water-bottles sterilising, hot lemon drinks, washing-up,

# Julia Davis born 1877 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1877 folio website 1877/4106 parents Mary An and Phillip Davis
# James Judd born 1870 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1870 folio website 1870/19976 parents Ann Elizabeth and James Judd
# Julia Davis married 1898 New Zealand James Judd reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1898 folio website 1898/4115
# child Bernard Goodwin Judd born 1900 in New Zealand to parents Julia and James Judd
# Julia Judd farmer's wife & Haywards residential 1900 Otaki Electoral Roll
# James Judd died 1905 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1905 folio website 1905/4974 age 35 born about 1870
# Deaths – Judd – On the 10th September at Wellington Hospital beloved husband of Julia Judd and eldest son of James Judd Lower Hutt aged 35 years Wairarapa papers please copy reference Papers past website Evening Post newspaper 11 September 1905
# Julia Judd married 1907 New Zealand Job Harrison reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1907/5402
# Julia Judd married Haywards & Job Harrison builder Upper Hutt 1905-1906 Hutt Electoral Roll
#children Hermia Rihi Harrison born 1908, Jack Lionel Richard born 1913 both in New Zealand to parents Julia and Job Harrison & Upper Hutt School parents Job Harrison address Upper Hutt children Hermia R Harrison birth date 05 October 1908 and John Harrison birth date 10 March 1913 &
# Julia Harrison married King Street Upper Hutt & Job Harrison builder Upper Hutt 1911 & 1914 Hutt Electoral Roll
# Julia Harrison married King Street Upper Hutt & Job Harrison builder Upper Hutt 1919 Otaki Electoral Roll
# Job Harrison died 1943 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1943 folio website 1943/18346 age 80 born about 1863
# Julia Harrison died 1968 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1968 folio website 1968/47122 age 91 born about 1877

0- Lydia Esther WRIGHT (HUGGINS) born 1867 New Zealand died 1918 New Zealand 1st married 1890 New Zealand Donald MCINNES born 1868 New Zealand died 1898 New Zealand 2nd married 1906 New Zealand Augustus HUGGINS born about 1847 unknown died 1930 New Zealand

# When senior-constable Cumming got to the school with the viands he found Mrs Huggins had already sent down a dainty tea for her daughter (Miss McInnes) and Miss McCurdy - Mrs Willie Keys supplied the hospital with beef-tea, barley-broth and prepared the invalid's midday meal, and for the same period Mrs Read of Station street prepared the one pm dinner for the staff materials supplied in the same way as to Mrs Huggins, except that all the milk was supplied to them free by E J Beavis.
# Donald McInnes born 1868 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1868 folio website 1868/30846 parents Ann and Archibald McInnes
# Lydia Esther Wright born 1867 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1867 folio website 1867/26844 parents Lydia Esther and Robert Wright
# Lydia Esther Wright married 1890 New Zealand Donald McInnes reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1890 folio website 1890/430
#children Archibald Robert born 1890, Eileen May born 1894 in New Zealand to parents Lydia Esther and Donald McInnes

#Donald McInnes died 1898 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1898 folio website 1898/5187 age 30 born about 1868
#Lydia Cother [sic] (Esther) McInnes married 1906 New Zealand Augustus Huggins reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1906 folio website 1906/6465
#child Mabel Edith Huggins born New Zealand RGO NZ birth registration 1985 folio website 1985/82770 mother Lydia Esther Huggins father not recorded
#Augustus Huggins died 1930 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1930 folio website 1930/6888 age 83 born about 1847
#Lydia Esther Huggins died 1937 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1937 folio website 1937/21138 age 72 born about 1865


#Hec Benge and Bernie Judd "blew in" and were given a Flanagan twin each to keep, them out of mischief - Bernie returning with a gallon or more in a big enamelled billie while Hec bought a couple of quarts in bottles (milk). So much for the first-day’s provisioning
#Bernard Goodwin Judd born 19 July 1900 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1900 folio website 1900/12565 parents Julia and James Judd
#Upper Hutt School Bernard Judd birth date 19 July 1900 parent Mrs James Judd address Upper Hutt admission date 08 November 1906 last day 30 November 1915 destination Upper Hutt Post Office register number 1007
#Cora Hinemoa Bennett born 23 January 1902 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1902 folio website 1902/823 parents Gerty and Charles Bennett
#Bernard Goodwin Judd married 1924 New Zealand Cora Hinemoa Bennett reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1924 folio 09315website 1924/7848
#Cora Hinemoa Judd died 1985 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1985 folio website 1985/53268 born 23 January 1902

0- Jessie THOMSON (KEYS) born about 1862 place unknown died 15 April 1930 New Zealand married 1880 New Zealand Alfred KEYS born 1858 New Zealand died 26 November 1930 New Zealand

#For the first few days the dinners were prepared by Mesdames W and A Keys, Morrison and Read, and invalid extra fare by Mesdame G Benge, “Son” Mabey, Harrison and J. Whiteman but the transport officer, Tom Devine, was not equal to the running about and suggested he have a car to do the running about in - Mrs Willie Keys supplied the hospital with beef-tea, barley-broth and prepared the invalid's midday meal, and for the same period Mrs Read of Station street prepared the one pm dinner for the staff materials supplied in the same way as to Mrs Huggins, except that all the milk was supplied to them free by E J Beavis.
#Jessie Keys married & Alfred junior Keys butcher Upper Hutt 1914 Hutt Electoral Roll
#Alfred Keys born 1858 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1858 folio website 1858/4790 parents Jane Susannah and Alfred Keys
#Jessie Thomson married 1880 Alfred Keys junior (Keip) reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1880 folio website 1880/1074
#children Nellie Buchanan born 1880, Mary born 1882, Alice Annie born 1886, Alfred William born 1888, Walter James born 1890, George Ernest born 1892, Jessie Ansley born 1898, Violet Cornwall born 1901, all in New Zealand to parents Jessie and Alfred Keys
#Joseph Edgar Keys and Theresa Rowley
#Jessie Keys died 1930 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1930 folio website 1930/12141 age 68 born about 1862
#Alfred Keys died 1930 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1930 folio website 1930/9819 age 72 born about 1858
#Wallaceville cemetery Upper Hutt headstone In loving remembrance of Jessie Keys who passed away 15 April 1930 aged 68 and Alfred Keys who passed away 26 November 1930 age 72 also Alfred & George sons of the above “To memory ever dear”

0- Lizzie / Elizabeth BLAKE (KEYS) born about 1867 place unknown died 23 October 1935 married 1888 New Zealand William Richard KEYS born 1864 New Zealand died 13 November 1929 New Zealand

For the first few days the dinners were prepared by Mesdames W and A Keys, Morrison and Read, and invalid extra fare by Mesdame G Benge, “Son” Mabey, Harrison and J. Whiteman but the transport officer, Tom Devine, was not equal to the running about and suggested he have a car to do the running about in - Mrs Willie Keys supplied the hospital with beef-tea, barley-broth and prepared the invalid's midday meal, and for the same period Mrs Read of Station street prepared the one pm dinner for the staff materials supplied in the same way as to Mrs Huggins, except that all the milk was supplied to them free by E J Beavis.

Lizzie Keys married & William Richard Keys butcher Upper Hutt 1914 Hutt Electoral Roll
Lizzie Keys married & William Richard Keys butcher Upper Hutt 1919 Otaki Electoral Roll
William Richard Keys born 1864 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1864 folio website 1864/9356 parents Jane Susanna and Alfred Keys

Lizzie Blake married 1888 New Zealand William Richard Keys reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1888 folio website 1888/2891
children Ethel Grace born 1890, Hilda Riwa born 1898, Ida Alice born 1903, Dorothy Elizabeth born 1906 in New Zealand to parents Lizzie/Elizabeth and William Richard

William Richard Keys died 1929 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1929 folio website 1929/10934 age 65 born about 1864

Elizabeth Keys died 1935 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1935 folio website 1935/24609 age 68 born about 1867

Wallaceville cemetery Upper Hutt headstone Remembrance In loving memory of William Richard beloved husband of Elizabeth Keys died 13 November 1929 age 65 “Thy will be done” also Elizabeth beloved wife of William R Keys died 23 October 1935 age 68 and their daughter Hilda died 09 April 1934 age 35 also Dorothy died 07 June 1958 age 52

0- Gilbert Samuel KIRKER born 1904 New Zealand died 1943 New Zealand (never married)

When Tom Devine sought the use of a car to take the meals to the hospital, the secretary was relieved of anxiety on that score by Gilbert Kirker and Geoffrey Pearse turning up at the courthouse with their bikes and volunteering to run all messages. These boys were invaluable as messengers, transporters of materials and crockery to the cook-helpers, carrying meals physic, etc., to the hospital and. taking the washing to and fro at all hours. Always willing, cheerful, and keen to help-giving up their holiday to assist in fighting the flu’, those boys put up an excellent record.

Gilbert Samuel Kirker born 1904 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1904 folio website 1904/7669 parents Janet and Samuel Gilbert Kirker

Upper Hutt School Gilbert S Kirker birth date 03 February 1904 parents Samuel Kiker address Upper Hutt admission date 1319 last school Clyde Quay School last day 16 December 1915 destination Lower Hutt register number 1319

Gilbert Samuel died 1943 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1943 folio website 1943/16492 age 38 born about 1905

0- John LARMER born about 1873 place unknown died 1952 New Zealand married 1909 New Zealand Emma MARTIN born 1877 New Zealand died 1948 New Zealand

John Larmer filled it with the best milk of his farm refused to take payment for it and told McCurdy he could get more if he needed it.

John Larmer farmer & Emma Larmer married Main Road Upper Hutt 1914 Hutt Electoral Roll
Emma Martin born 1877 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1877 folio website 1877/269 parents Elizabeth and Alexander Martin

John Larmer married 1909 New Zealand Emma Martin reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1909 folio website 1909/1661
#children John Antony born 1912 Mary Elizabeth born 1914 both in New Zealand to parents Emma and John Larmer
#Emma Larmer died 1948 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1948 folio website 1948/17895 age 71 born about 1877
#John Larmer died 1952 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1952 folio website 1952/25131 age 79 born about 1873
#John Larmer buried 1952 & Emma Larmer buried 1948 both at St Joseph's Roman Catholic churchyard Upper Hutt

#Angus John McCurdy of the Upper Hutt Epidemic Committee (farmer, former Town Clerk & Town Board Commissioner)
#Angus J McCurdy (who then held no office on the committee) called at 6 pm to ask if he could do anything more, he found the matron and his daughter had nothing to eat since morning - he asked his daughter to make a pot of tea for the matron and herself while he looked after the crying twins
#children Donald Archibald born 1884, Flora Mary born 1886, Jessie Margaret born 1893, Kenneth Malcolm born 1895 all in New Zealand to parents Mary Anne and Angus James McCurdy
#Aloysius John Thomas (Angus John) Mccurdy was born 20 June 1860 Birmingham Warwickshire England. His parents were Elizabeth Martha Driffield and John Francis Mccurdy reference Family Search website RGO UK Birth registration 1860 September quarter district Birmingham County Warwickshire England volume 6d page 3 line number 135
#Mary Ann JONES was born 1866 Camdentown London England
#Aloysius John Thomas Mccurdy married 1883 New Zealand Mary Ann Jones reference RGO NZ birth registration 1883 folio website 1883/2909
#Angus John MCCURDY died 10 November 1941 Wellington Hospital Wellington New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1941 folio website 1941/27969 age 81 born about 1860
#Karori cemetery Wellington In loving memory of Angus John beloved husband of Mary McCurdy died 11 November 1941 in his 82nd year At Rest
#Mary Anne MCCURDY died 21 July 1970 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1970 folio website 1970/47467 age 104 born about 1866
#Karori cemetery Wellington In loving memory of Mary Ann beloved wife of Angus McCurdy died 21 July 1970 At Rest

0- Ada Philadelphia EDWARDS (MABEY) born 1881 New Zealand married 1899 New Zealand
#For the first few days the dinners were prepared by Mesdames W a and A Keys, Morrison and Read, and invalid extra fare by Mesdames G Benge, "Son" Mabey, Harrison and J. Whiteman but the transport officer, Tom Devine, was not equal to the running about and suggested he have a car to do the running about in.
#Ada Philadelphia married Main Road Upper Hutt 1914 & 1919 Hutt Electoral Roll
#Robert George Mabey born 1875 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1875 folio website 1875/8030 parents Mary and Robert Thomas Mabey
#Ada Philadelphia Edwards married 1899 New Zealand Robert George Mabey reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1899 folio website 1899/608
#children Harold George born 1899, Ina Noline born 1900, Thomas John born 1905, Eileen Vera born 1908, Ronald Noel born 1913 all in New Zealand to parents Ada Philadelphia and Robert George Mabey
# Robert George Mabey died 1948 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1948 folio website 1948/21374 age 74 born about 1874

0- Muriel Agnes MOPRTH born 1883 New Zealand died 1968 New Zealand (never married)  
#Miss Morpeth drove down to the school with it every night so everything got there “pie on  
#Muriel Agnes Morpeth spinster & father William Johnston Morpeth settler & brother Wilfrid  
Graham Morpeth clerk all at 101 Owen Street 1914 Wellington South Electoral Roll  
#Muriel Agnes Morpeth born 1883 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1883 folio website 1883/19259 parents Helen and William Johnston  
#Muriel’s siblings Helen May born 1872, Charlton Douglas born 1869, William Theodore born 1870, Annie Theresa born 1874, Kenneth Carroll born 1876, Gerald Mone born 1878, Wilfred  
Graham born 1881 all in New Zealand to parents Helen and William Johnston Morpeth  
#Muriel Agnes Morpeth died 1968 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1968 folio website 1968/48043 age 86 born about 1882

OR

0- Oenone Marguerite MOPRTH born 09 November 1896 New Zealand died 1988 New  
Zealand married 1919 New Zealand Harry Esmond GREIG born about 1894 died 1965 New  
Zealand  
#Miss Morpeth drove down to the school with it every night so everything got there “pie on  
#Oenone Marguerite Morpeth spinster & father Charlton Douglas accountant & mother  
Florence Euphemia married & 246 The Terrace 1919 Wellington North  
#Oenone siblings Erica Charlton born 1898, Mary Russell born 1903 both in New Zealand to  
parents Florence Euphemia and Charlton Douglas Morpeth  
#Oenone Marquipe Morpeth married 1919 New Zealand Harry Esmond Greig reference  
RGO NZ marriage registration 1919 folio website 1919/456  
#Harry Esmond Greig died 1965 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1965 folio website 1965/45187 age 71 born about 1894  

0- Agnes Mary TILEY born about 1869 died 25 October 1955 New Zealand married 1903 New  
Zealand Edward MORRISON born about 1867 died 24 October 1919 Upper Hutt New  
Zealand  
#For the first few days the dinners were prepared by Mesdames W and A Keys, Morrison  
and Read, and invalid extra fare by Mesdame G Benge, “Son” Mabey, Harrison and J. Whiteman  
but the transport officer, Tom Devine, was not equal to the running about and suggested he  
have a car to do the running about in.  
#Agnes Mary Morrison & Edward Morrison labourer Williams Street married Martin Street  
Upper Hutt 1914 Hutt Electoral Roll  
#Agnes Mary Tiley (Liley) married 1903 New Zealand Edward Morrison reference RGO NZ  
marrige registration 1903 folio website 1903/6041  
#children Beatrice Ullace born 1905, David Edward born 1906, Agnes Mary born 1908 all in  
New Zealand to parents Agnes Mary and Edward Morrison  
#Edward Morrison died 1919 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1919 folio  
website 1919/8019 age 52 born about 1867  
#Accidently Shot While Pig-Hunting – Wellington Last night the police have received  
information that a man named Edward Morrison about 53 years of age accidentally shot himself  
at Whitemans Valley while pig-hunting reference Papers past website Wairarapa Age  
newspaper 25 November 1919  
#Funeral Notice The Friends of the late Edward Morrison are invited to attend his funeral  
which will leave the Provincial Hotel Upper Hutt on Tuesday 25th November 1919 at 2.30 pm  
for the Akatarawa Cemetery – C Robertson Undertaker Upper Hutt reference Papers past  
website Evening Post newspaper 24 November 1919  
#Agnes Mary Morrison died 1955 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1955  
folio website 1955/28612 age 86 born about 1869
0- **Geoffrey PEARSE** born 12 January 1903 New Zealand died 1975 New Zealand married 1924 New Zealand **Eileen Eliza Agnes LAUCHLAN** born details unknown died details unknown

# When Tom Devine sought the use of a car to take the meals to the hospital, the secretary was relieved of anxiety on that score by Gilbert Kirker and Geoffrey Pearse turning up at the courthouse with their bikes and volunteering to run all messages. These boys were invaluable as messengers, transporters of materials and crockery to the cook-helpers, carrying meals physic, etc., to the hospital and, taking the washing to and fro at all hours. Always willing, cheerful, and keen to help-giving up their holiday to assist in fighting the flu’, those boys put up an excellent record.

#Geoffrey Spencer Pearse born 12 January 1903 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1903 folio website 1903/15720 parents Margaret and James Tibbet Pearse

#Upper Hutt School Geoffrey Pearse birth date 12 January 1903 parents James Pearse address Upper Hutt admission date 06 March 1911 last school Levin last day 20 December 1917 destination Technical college register number 1417

#Geoffrey Spencer Pearse married 1924 New Zealand Eileen Eliza Agnes Lauchlan reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1924 folio website 1924/10457

#Geoffrey Spencer Pearse died 1975 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1975 folio website 1975/36616 born 12 January 1903

0- **Alice Victoria SIGNAL** *(READ)* born 1881 New Zealand died details unknown married 1904 New Zealand **Edward READ** born 1877 New Zealand died 12 June 1931 New Zealand

#For the first few days the dinners were prepared by Mesdames W and A Keys, Morrison and Read, and invalid extra fare by Mesdame G Benge, "Son" Mabey, Harrison and J. Whiteman but the transport officer, Tom Devine, was not equal to the running about and suggested he have a car to do the running about in - Mrs Willie Keys supplied the hospital with beef-tea, barley-broth and prepared the invalid's midday meal, and for the same period Mrs Read of Station street prepared the one pm dinner for the staff materials supplied in the same way as to Mrs Huggins, except that all the milk was supplied to them free by E J Beavis.

#Alice Victoria Read married & Edward Read farmer Maori Bend Upper Hutt 1914 Hutt Electoral Roll & Station Road Upper Hutt 1919 Hutt & 1919 Otaki Electoral Roll

#Alice Victoria Read married & Edward Read Junior Farmer Marton 1905-1906 Manawatu Electoral Roll

#Alice Victoria Read married & Edward Read engine driver & Eileen Yvonne spinster all at Main Road Upper Hutt 1928 Wairarapa Electoral Roll

#Alice Victoria Read married Main Road Upper Hutt 1935 & 1938 Wairarapa Electoral Roll

#Alice Victoria Signal born 1881 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1881 folio website 1881/894 parents Selina and Henry Signal

#Edward Read born 1877 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1877 folio website 1877/886 parents Frances Agnes and Edward Read

#Alice Victoria Signal married 1904 New Zealand Edward Read reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1904 folio 3011

#children Eileen Yvonne born 1905, Daphne Iris born 1907, Edward Henry Leslie born 1909, Mona Doreen born 1911 (died 1934) all in New Zealand to parents Alice Victoria and Edward Read

#Edward Read died 1931 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1931 folio website 1931/3949 age 54 born about 1877

#Wallaceville cemetery Upper Hutt Edward Read block A plot 36 occupation plumber locality Upper Hutt purchaser Mrs Read minister Rev G Hunt undertaker Wilson & Son burial date 14 June 1931 age 54 years

#Alice Victoria Cooper married & Matthew George Arthur Cooper porter 69 The Terrace 1949 Wellington Central Electoral Roll – Not sure

#Alice Victoria Cooper died 1956 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1956 folio website 1956/29261 age 79 born about 1877
0- Peter ROBINSON born 14 May 1880 Bendigo Australia died 14 May 1939 Upper Hutt New Zealand married 1932 New Zealand Muriel FINLAY born 07 January 1899 died 30 May 1975 New Zealand
#Peter Robinson [sic] of the Upper Hutt Epidemic Committee (coachbuilder & blacksmith & Town Board chairman later Mayor)
#Peter Robertson body-maker Main Road Upper Hutt 1911 & 1914 Hutt Electoral Roll
#Peter Robertson Coachbuilder Rosenberg Street Upper Hutt 1919 Otaki Electoral Roll
#Muriel Finlay born 07 January 1899 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1899 folio website 1899/2943 mother Isabella father not recorded
#Peter Robertson married 1932 New Zealand Muriel Finlay reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1932 folio website 1932/9947
#Peter Robertson died 1939 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1939 folio website 1939/14456 age 59 born about 1880
#Muriel Robertson died 1975 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1975 folio website 1975/36203 born 07 January 1899
#St Johns Anglican churchyard Trentham Headstone In loving memory of Peter Robertson beloved husband of Muriel Robertson born at Bendigo 14 May 1880 died in Mayoral Office 14 May 1939 Beloved by All, 1912-1914, 1918-1919 Member of Town Board, 1914-1918 Chairman of Town Board, 1927-1931, 1938-1939 Mayor of Upper Hutt, 1938-1939 Member of Hutt Valley Electric Power Board Also Muriel beloved wife of Peter died 30 May 1975 age 76

0- Leonard Thomas RUSSELL born 1894 died 06 December 1953 New Zealand married 1919 New Zealand Emma Theresa MCNABB born 1896 place unknown died 04 September 1952 New Zealand
#Leonard Thomas Russell of the Upper Hutt Epidemic Committee (farmer)
#Leonard Thomas Russell born 1894 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1894 folio website 1894/13579 parents Ellen and Thomas Russell
#Leonard Thomas Russell married 1919 New Zealand Emma Theresa McNabb reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1919 folio website 1919/4561
#Emma Teresa Russell died 1952 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1952 folio website 1952/25120 age 56 born about 1896
#Lennard Thomas Russell died 1953 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1953 folio website 1953/30190 age 59 born about 1894
#Wallaceville cemetery headstone Emma Teresa Russell beloved wife of Leonard Thomas Russell died 04 September 1952 aged 56 and of the above Leonard Russell died 06 December 1953 age 59

0- Esther PAUL (WHITEMAN) born 1887 New Zealand died 1973 New Zealand married 1911 New Zealand James WHITEMAN born 1885 New Zealand died 1956 New Zealand
#James Whiteman farmer & Esther Whiteman married Mangaroa 1919 Hutt Electoral Roll
#For the first few days the dinners were prepared by Mesdames W and A Keys, Morrison and READ, and invalid extra fare by Mesdame G Benge, "Son" MABEY, Harrison and J. Whiteman but the transport officer, Tom Devine, was not equal to the running about and suggested he have a car to do the running about in.
#Esther Paul born 1887 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1887 folio website 1887/1350 parents Ellen and Francis Paul
#James Whiteman born 1885 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1885 folio website 1885/8171 parents Mary Ann and Francis Whiteman
#James Whiteman married 1911 New Zealand Esther Paul reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1911 folio website 1911/2894
#children Vernon James born 1913, William Francis born 1917 in New Zealand to parents Esther and James Whiteman
#James Whiteman died 1956 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1956 folio website 1956/20792 age 70 born about 1886

OR
0- Mabel Louise DOWNING (WHITEMAN) born 1877 New Zealand died 1967 New Zealand married 1899 John Morsehead WHITEMAN born 1876 New Zealand died 1932 New Zealand

#For the first few days the dinners were prepared by Mesdames W and A Keys, Morrison and Read, and invalid extra fare by Mesdame G Benge, “Son” Mabey, Harrison and J. Whiteman but the transport officer, Tom Devine, was not equal to the running about and suggested he have a car to do the running about in.
#John Moreshead Whiteman settler Wallaceville & Mabel Louisa Whiteman married Mangaroa 1919 Electoral Roll
#Mabel Louisa Downing born 1877 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1877 folio website 1877/4096 parents Louisa and John Downing
#John Morsehead Whiteman born 1876 New Zealand reference RGI NZ birth registration 1876 folio website 1876/7687 parents Matilda Jane and John Whiteman
#John Morsehead Whiteman married 1899 New Zealand Mabel Louise Downing reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1899 folio website 1899/1979
#children Neville George Friend born 1902, Ivan Jack born 1909, Valerie Mabel born 1912 in New Zealand to parents Mabel Louise and John Morsehead Whiteman
#John Morsehead Whiteman died 1932 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1932 folio website 1932/5370 age 56 born about 1876
#Mabel Louise Whiteman died 1967 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1967 folio website 1967/25810 age 89 born about 1878

OR

0- Matilda Jane SYMONS (WHITEMAN) born 1860 New Zealand died 1947 New Zealand married 1875 New Zealand John WHITEMAN born 1850 New Zealand died 1934 New Zealand

#For the first few days the dinners were prepared by Mesdames W and A Keys, Morrison and Read, and invalid extra fare by Mesdame G Benge, “Son” Mabey, Harrison and J. Whiteman but the transport officer, Tom Devine, was not equal to the running about and suggested he have a car to do the running about in.
#John Whiteman farmer & Matilda Jane Whiteman married Upper Hutt 1919 Hutt Electoral Roll
#Matilda Jane Symons born 1860 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1860 folio website 1860/6981 parents Matilda and James Symons
#John Whiteman born 1850 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1850 folio website 1850/2374 parents Eliza and George Whiteman
#John Whiteman married 1875 New Zealand Matilda Jane Symons reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1875 folio website 1875/1856
#children John Morsehead born 1876, Matilda Ellen born 1878, Francis born 1881, Frederick Arthur born 1883, Albert George born 1886, Charles born 1889, Percival born 1892, Mabel Annie Elizabeth born 1896, Isabel Mary born 1898, Gladys Minnie born 1902, all in New Zealand to parents Matilda Jane and John Whiteman
#John Whiteman died 1934 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1934 folio website 1934/1614 age 84 born about 1850
#Matilda Jane died 1947 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1947 folio website 1947/26695 age 87 born about 1860

Heretaunga Epidemic Committee

The committee also made arrangement with George Gerald Tolhurst chairman of Heretaunga Epidemic committee who undertook to provide convalescent accommodation at the Royal Wellington Golf Club house in Heretaunga for the hospital patients in return for the reception, and treatment of Heretaunga patients at the Upper Hutt temporary hospital. Unfortunately Mr Tolhurst did not follow through with his promise and the hospital patients had to be sent home to convalesce. The Upper Hutt Epidemic Committee did however keep their side of the arrangement and provided hospital accommodation for the Heretaunga influenza victims.
0- George Gerald TOLHURST born 1871 Melbourne Australia died 18 January 1949 New Zealand 1st married 1896 New Zealand Marjory Mary NEAVE born about 1871 died 14 June 1929 New Zealand 2nd married 1930 New Zealand Noeline Parata MACE (nee CRUICKSHANK) born 1896 New Zealand died unknown
#George Gerald Tolhurst married 1896 New Zealand Marjory Mary Neave reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1896 folio website 1896/1558
#children George Molesworth born 1897, Robert Erskine born 1901 both in New Zealand to parents Marjory Mary and George Gerald Tolhurst
#Marjory Mary Tolhurst died 1929 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1929 folio website 1929/4977 age 58 born about 1871
#George Gerald Tolhurst married 1930 New Zealand Noeline Parata Mace reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1930 folio website 1930/10839
#Noeline Parata Cruickshank born 1896 New Zealand reference RGO NZ birth registration 1896 folio website 1896/3139 parents Margaret Emily and William Hort Cruickshank
#Noeline Parata Cruickshank 1st married 1914 Guy George Mace reference RGO NZ marriage registration 1914 folio website 1914/3882
#George Gerald Tolhurst died 1949 New Zealand reference RGO NZ death registration 1949 folio website 1949/16973 age 77 born about 1872
#Akatarawa cemetery Marjory Mary beloved wife of George Gerald Tolhurst and daughter of Rev Thomas Neave died 14 June 1929 Also George Gerald Tolhurst son of George Edmeades Tolhurst died 18 January 1949 Robert Erskine Tolhurst 9 July 1901 – 09 February 1988